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About This Issue: 
 

Featuring: 
 So What Is Magical Realism, Really?,  

an article by multiple Nebula Award Winner  
Bruce Holland Rogers 

 

Welcome to Vision # 4! Starting with this issue we are going to devote part 

of each edition to a theme.  This one is Connecting Magic and Reality -- 

those moments when, as Holly puts it in her workshop article: 

 

We experience all sorts of little oddities in our lives --  from deja 
vu to serendipity to bits and pieces of the purely inexplicable, 

we brush up against the borders of an unknown realm daily.  

Mostly, we ignore these tiny excursions into weirdness. . .  

In this issue you will find: 

Theme Articles 

 "...But by over-using the term, we've obscured a distinctive branch of 

literature... we've made it harder for new writers to discover the tools of 

magical realism as a distinct set allowing them to create work that 

portrays particular ways of looking at the world."  So What Is Magical 

Realism, Really? By Bruce Holland Rogers 
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 "What is it to “put some magic in your writing?” If you’d asked me a year 

ago, I would have answered sorceresses, dragons and magic sticks. But 

now I think that it can’t be just that. Reality can become magic just by 

itself."  The Week of the Two Thursdays By Caroline Allard 

 "Psychologist Howard Gardner identified seven types of intelligence.  

One of the things I've wondered is how each of those types of 

intelligence would affect a character's perception of magic, and how that 

would be reflected in their ability to use magic." Magical Intelligence By 

Colleen Philippi 

 "In order to document how all of this would work, I turned to Holly and 

followed her teachings.  On the site are a series of "How to" articles.  One 

is "Fantasy Is Not for Sissies -- Real Rules for Real Worlds" and another: 

"Worldbuilding -- Rollicking Rules of Ecosystems."  Magic-like Psychic 

Abilities By Jim Mills And Dawn Greenlee 

 "Almost everyone has little stories of unexplained occurrences. In that 

sense, 'magic' is among us all of the time. It's the touch of unreality in an 

otherwise mundane and boring world." Finding Magic in Mundania By 

Jen Taylor 

 "Scientific thought and theory are waiting to be exploited by the fantasy 

writer.  They provide an untold wealth of fresh and new ideas that can be 

incorporated into your story as magic." Science and Magic By John Ward 

Genre Articles 

 Fantasy: What happens when the magic doesn't quite work the way it's 

supposed to?  Read a delightful description of what might happen in 

When Magic Goes Wrong By Jim Francis 
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 Horror: With the exception of fantasy, horror uses more magic than any 

of the other genres.  Find out how to make the combination work in Using 

Magic in Horror Fiction By Teresa Hopper 

 Poetry: The use of rhyming riddles is ancient, and they often find their 

way into the fantasy books.  Here's a quick look at how they might help 

the writer give clues and solve puzzles for her characters. Riddles Wisely 

Expounded By Jennifer St. Clair Bush 

 Romance: What sort of Romance novel are you writing?  Historical?  

Category?  Contemporary?  There are many subsections of the 

Romance field, and here is a brief look at many of them. The Subgenres 

of Romance By Anne M. Marble 

 Science Fiction:  Where do the genres of SF and Fantasy overlap, and 

share some of the same basics, even when the stories are (apparently) 

widely divergent in the basic premise? It's Magic, Jim... By Bob Billing 

 Stage & Screen:  Breaking away from dramas that use only mundane 

world as a base can take your play to a new level, and move it out of the 

pile of the ordinary offerings.  Theater, Out of the Box and into the Magic 

By Robin Catesby 

 Suspense & Mystery: While some novels are designated as a mystery or 

suspense, the genre is really present in nearly every book.  Don't 

overlook the possibilities of what it can do for a new novel. The Diversity 

of Mystery By Shane P. Carr 

 Young Adult and Children:  Are there any taboos in writing for a younger 

audience these days?  Just how far can a writer go in presenting the real 

world for this changing market?  The Final Frontiers by Justin Stanchfield 
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 Young Writer's Scene:  Young Writer's Moderator Beth Adele Long is 

stepping down and Vicki McElfresh is taking over the position.  Changes 

By Beth Adele Long 

 

Also: A workshop,  reviews, news from the Forward Motion Community, 
new guidelines, and more! 
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From Holly Lisle 

The Edge 
©2001, Holly Lisle 

 

Welcome to the fogged edge of reality, to the blurred point where writing 

steps away from the clear bright light of the known and embraces infinite 

and unsettling possibilities. In this issue we hope to introduce you to some 

of those possibilities, and to let you discover on your own ways of using 

some of these touches of the weird in your own writing, no matter what 

genre or genres you claim as home turf.  

On a more mundane, but still writing-related issue, I'd like to invite you to 

write an article for Vision.  In the guidelines of this issue, you'll find not only 

our submission and formatting rules, but also our list of upcoming issue 

themes (and article ideas for each theme) and deadlines for the next eight 

issues.  

We are the ultimate beginners market -- we hope to be able to accept most 

of the submissions we receive, and in keeping with our whole reason for 

doing the e-zine, we consider working with new and unpublished writers an 

opportunity to let you learn how to write, submit, and revise to editorial 
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request. If you're shaky about trying this or uncertain about your skills -- but 

willing to keep working on your article until it's publishable -- we'll work with 

you until it's ready.  

I look forward to seeing what you can do.    

 

 
Table of Contents 
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From The Editor: 

Slipping into a Magical World 
©2001, Lazette Gifford 

 
 

For most of the time I live a rather quiet (some might even call it dull) life in 

a relatively small town in Nebraska.  Relatively small, because by Nebraska 

standards it isn't -- but never mind.    Sitting in my office, I write, do web 

work, and wander about the Internet.  That's pretty magical in itself -- this 

ability to speak with people anywhere in the world.  

However, over the Memorial Day Weekend in May I traveled down to 

Kansas City to a gathering of my own people, the Science Fiction and 

Fantasy Community.  Now this is magic in the real world!  Here is an entire 

group of people, none of whom will frown when you say you write sf and 

fantasy, and ask why you don't write 'real' books instead.  Here are people 

who will ask you how your latest project is going, ask what books you've 

read,  and spend entire afternoons discussing the symbolism in a favorite 

SF author's latest book.  

There are authors, editors and publishers willing to sit down on panels and 

discuss such things as how anthologies are put together, the state of the 

market, and the future of the genres.  These are people who are not only 

there to entice readers to their books, many are there to help writers get 

closer to publication.  
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And then there are parties that stretch late into the night (the only parties, 

by the way, that I ever willingly attend), where people crowd into little 

rooms, drink sodas, eat chips and cookies, and the main topic of discussion 

is books.  

For part of Friday, all of Saturday, and part of Sunday  I spent time talking 

with friends whom I only get to see once or twice a year.  I did not hear 

Survivor mentioned once.  At one party, I did listen to a great discussion 

about the differences between the writings of  H.G. Wells and Jules Verne, 

and what agendas were being pushed.  When was the last time you sat in 

a party and heard a conversation like that?  

There were occasional oddly dressed beings wandering the halls -- 

vampires, aliens and all.  There were poor mundanes (people who are not 

members of the SF community) staying at the hotel who gave us all strange 

looks.  But we didn't care. We had slipped into our own world,  and were 

standing among our own people.  For three days we could all shed the 

confines of normality, spread our wings, and fly through the wonders of our 

imaginations.  

That's magic in the real world.  

 
 

Table of Contents 
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Holly Lisle's Workshop  

Lost on the Border at Twilight: 
Finding -- and Using -- Your Life's Essential 

Strangeness 
By Holly Lisle  

© 2001, By Holly Lisle  
 

 
 You mention a friend you haven't heard from in twenty years . . . and 

three days later you receive an e-mail from that friend. 

 Your child tells you who is on the other end of the phone . . . before you 

pick it up -- or even stranger, right before it rings. 

 Your car keys vanish, only to reappear an hour later, right where you 

thought you left them all along. 

We experience all sorts of little oddities in our lives --  from deja vu to 

serendipity to bits and pieces of the purely inexplicable, we brush up 

against the borders of an unknown realm daily.  Mostly, we ignore these 

tiny excursions into weirdness.  Or if we don't ignore them, we brush them 

off with raised eyebrows and a nervous laugh.  We prefer the universe we 

live in to be brightly lit, sensible, secure . . . comfortable.   

Only no one has ever written a really good book from a position of comfort.  

If you aren't twitching at least a little, if your material doesn't make you 

nervous, if you aren't afraid, you're not doing anything real.   
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So, in our search for what is real and what is scary, let's take a tour of your 

life, and all the oddities you've been looking past in order to pretend you 

always see sunshine in some of those shadowy corners.    

But all this stuff is superstitious nonsense, isn't it?   

Maybe. Big, definitive "I dunno" here.  Some of the synchronistic events 

that happen in our lives may have some scientific explanations.  Spend 

time reading the "what-it-all-means" sections of books on quantum physics 

and the simple act of deciding to get out of bed in the morning can start to 

take on an air of surreal significance.  At the quantum level, we may all be 

connected; may all be resonating at the same rate.  We may all be part of 

something bigger.  It won't kill you to read a few books on the subject, just 

to give yourself the information to form an opinion.   

But why these weird events happen in our lives is not actually the point.  

These things do happen.  The three examples I gave at the start of this 

workshop all happened to me.  

The trick with finding value in such oddities is to pay attention to them, to 

notice each event.   

And that's where this workshop will start. With observation.  A single 

caveat: If these exercises make you feel uncomfortable . . . well, my first 

inclination is to say, "Good, you must be onto something," but if you find 

yourself too uncomfortable, or if participating in part or all of what we'll be 

exploring will violate religious or personal codes, just give the offending 

section or sections a miss.     
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With that out of the way, let's head for the borders of the familiar, for the 

twilight realm . . . because it's time to get a little lost.   

I'll give you three exercises, and at the end of the workshop I'll offer some 

suggestions on how you can use the data you'll obtain to add something 

unique to your writing.   

Exercise 1: 

For this exercise you'll need   

 a cheap ring-bound notebook small enough to carry around with you all 

the time    

 a pen, maybe with a light in it so that you can, if necessary, write at night  

 persistence, and a spirit of discovery  

(But then, if you didn't already have all these things, you wouldn't be a 

writer.)   

Procedure:  

1. Keep track of unexpected things that happen during the day.  This isn't 

just limited to big strange things like knowing who's on the phone before 

you pick it up, but also little strange things -- talking with your spouse about 

an episode of a t.v. show, and having that show air that day, little feelings 

of deja vu, having little household objects appear or disappear -- as you 

start actually keeping track of the oddities, you'll be startled by how many 

peculiar things happen to you in a day.   
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2. But don't stop with things that happen when you're awake.  Try 

remembering your dreams, too.  Along with dream events that seem to 

have some real-world correlations, (and great story ideas, of course), keep 

an eye open for people.  People you know, dead relatives or friends, 

people you don't know who tell you interesting things.  Dreams lie well 

across the border into the realm of the weird, and they offer up some truly 

bizarre nuggets.   

Do this exercise every day for at least a week.  A full month would be 

better.   

 

Exercise 2:   

You'll need   

 a tape recorder 

 a friend, or better yet, a fellow writer who is willing to try something a bit 

odd  

 a box of envelopes 

 small objects one or both of you have found or brought with you (they 

have to fit in the envelopes, and all the envelopes have to be the same). 

Individual car or house keys, rings and necklaces, and photographs all 

work well for this game. 

 your notebook and pen 
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How to play:    

1. Number the front of enough envelopes to give you one for each object. 

Place the envelopes face down, and shuffle them thoroughly.   

2. Place one object into each envelope and seal the envelope, making sure 

neither of you gets a look at the number of the envelopes the objects go 

into.  It also helps if you can each keep the other from seeing the objects 

you've contributed.   

3. Spread the envelopes out in front of you, numbered sides up.  Pick and 

envelope, and in your notebook, write down the number on it.  Then, rest 

your non-writing hand on the envelope, relax, and while leaving your hand 

on the envelope, start writing the first things that come to mind.  Write down 

colors, sounds, impressions of places, descriptions of faces -- anything you 

think.  When you run down, move to the next envelope, write down the 

number on it, and repeat the process.  Leave as much space beneath each 

description as you used for the description itself.     

4. When each of you has written something for each of the envelopes, start 

opening them, one at a time.  In the space beneath the appropriately 

numbered entry, write down what the object was.  Then each of you read 

aloud what you wrote about the object, and the person who knows the 

details of it will point out anything in the description that actually connects 

with the object itself.  

5. Do this exercise at least three or four times over a period of one or two 

months, preferably with the same partner.  Look for any improvements in 
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descriptions, accuracy, connection with objects.  Look for specific objects 

that you routinely do well with.  Look for those that you never get any links 

to at all.   

Exercise 3:   

For this exercise, you'll need  

 an Internet connection 

 a cheap spiral-bound notebook  

 a pen OR   

 a friend who can read tarot cards, palms, or perform some other form of 

psychic reading (most people have at least one, though they usually don't 

know it)  

  a tape recorder and empty cassette tape (get a 90 or 120 minute one) 

  your handy-dandy notebook and pen, of course 

Cadge a brief reading from the friend -- a general reading, nothing where 

you ask questions.  Record the reading, and over the time period specified 

by your reader, keep track of which things in the reading were on but 

obvious, which were off, and which really surprise you.   

Alternatively, take a bit of time to learn to read cards yourself.  You can 

look at this from either the Jungian archetypal perspective, wherein all 

cards will have meaning to you because they play off of deeply embedded 

archetypes, and your subconscious creates meaningful stories from each 

of the images drawn; or from the connection-to-magic perspective, wherein 

you touch the border when shuffling and drawing the cards, and 
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connections to the Other-realm affect those that you draw.  Either way, 

you'll find out some fascinating things about yourself, your prejudices and 

your preconceptions by learning tarot.   

(I suggest tarot rather than astrology, psychic reading, or other methods 

because anyone can learn the basics of tarot.  Getting good at it is 

something entirely different.)   

If you decide to go the second route, I can recommend either the book 

Learning the Tarot, by Joan Bunning, which teaches the readily available 

Universal Waite Tarot deck, or the book Motherpeace: A Way to the 

Goddess Through Myth, Art and Tarot, which teaches the round, feminist-

oriented Motherpeace deck.  Most men, and a lot of women, will be more 

comfortable with the images and approach of the first set.   

DON'T waste time or money trying to find a good psychic reader on the 

Internet, locally, or on the phone.  Sincere readers exist in all three of those 

venues, but you'll spend a lot of money and a lot of time wading through 

frauds.  You're doing this to get background -- you can get pretty good 

background for free, and in this case pretty good will be good enough. 

Putting It All Together   

Okay.  You've done some tapping along the border, spent a little time 

feeling lost and uncomfortable.  

Now what?   
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You're going to have come up with a lot of dead ends.  Everyone does.  But 

along with all of those dead ends, you'll have discovered a couple of places 

where you got close to the border -- where you and the strange and the 

unnerving came nose to nose.     

Start playing around with the things that you really couldn't explain away.  

Let's say that you got a tarot reading that just blew your socks off.  Or 

maybe you discovered that you have dreams in which your dead relatives 

come to talk with you, and when you listen you find out that things they say 

actually offer answers to your current problems and challenges.   

First, ask yourself how you can use these events, just as they are, in a 

story.   

Second, start extrapolating from your starting point.  Create a character 

who dreams of dead people in her sleep because she actually drifts into the 

realm of the dead -- and then have something happen to strand her there, 

or let her fall in love with someone there, or . . .    

Third, take a look at how what you've experienced has changed your world 

view.  Create a universe in which the little oddities you've encountered are 

more common, more reliable -- give a rationale to the force that stands 

behind them.  Then start writing in that universe.   

Sit down and brainstorm story ideas that incorporate the things you've 

uncovered.  Head back to the border for more material if you need it.  Keep 

the journal, read more envelopes, keep your hand in with the tarot deck.  

Get hold of books on the strange and the inexplicable.  Yes, they're full of 
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nonsense, but they're also full of fascinating events that can be shifted, 

twisted and turned until they become novels that have some real bite.   

The things that touch us deeply are those that are true.  In order to write 

fantasy well, you need to have a visceral connection with the truth that what 

we can see in the universe is not the whole of the universe.  When you 

know in your gut that something (no matter how small) exists beyond the 

realm of human understanding, you'll discover that this realization colors 

your work and adds a richness and depth to it that you would never have 

thought possible.   

Good luck getting lost.  Good luck being uncomfortable.  Remember how it 

feels -- because as soon as you've unnerved yourself, you can pass that 

experience on to your reader in a gut-grabbing tale that he'll never forget.   

Now get going.  Twilight is coming and the border is 
waiting 
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So What Is Magical Realism, 

 Really?  

By Bruce Holland Rogers  

©2001, Bruce Holland Rogers  

 
 

 

"Magical realism" has become a debased term.  When it first came into use 

to describe the work of certain Latin American writers, and then a small 

number of writers from many places in the world, it had a specific meaning 

that made it useful for critics.  If someone made a list of recent magical 

realist works, there were certain characteristics that works on the list would 

share.  The term also pointed to a particular array of techniques that writers 

could put to specialized use.  Now the words have been applied so 

haphazardly that to call a work "magical realism" doesn't convey a very 

clear sense of what the work will be like.  

If a magazine editor these days asks for contributions that are magical 

realism, what she's really saying is that she wants contemporary fantasy 

written to a high literary standard---fantasy that readers who "don't read 

escapist literature" will happily read.  It's a marketing label and an attempt 

to carve out a part of the prestige readership for speculative works.  
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I don't object to using labels to make readers more comfortable, to draw 

them to work that they might otherwise unfairly dismiss.  But by over-using 

the term, we've obscured a distinctive branch of literature.  More 

importantly from my perspective, we've made it harder for new writers to 

discover the tools of magical realism as a distinct set allowing them to 

create work that portrays particular ways of looking at the world.  If writers 

read a hundred works labeled "magical realism," they will encounter such a 

hodgepodge that they may not recognize the minority of such works that 

are doing something different, something those writers may want to try 

themselves.  

So what is magical realism?  

It is, first of all, a branch of serious fiction, which is to say, it is not escapist.  

Let me be clear:  I like escapist fiction, and some of what I write is 

escapism.  I'm with C.S. Lewis when he observes that the only person who 

opposes escape is, by definition, a jailer.  Entertainment, release, 

fun...these are all good reasons to read and to write.  But serious fiction's 

task is not escape, but engagement.  Serious fiction helps us to name our 

world and see our place in it.  It conveys or explores truth.  

Any genre of fiction can get at truths, of course.   Some science fiction and 

fantasy do so, and are serious fiction.  Some SF and fantasy are escapist.  

But magical realism is always serious, never escapist, because it is trying 

to convey the reality of one or several worldviews that actually exist, or 

have existed.  Magical realism is a kind of realism, but one different from 

the realism that most of our culture now experiences.  
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Science fiction and fantasy are always speculative.  They are always 

positing that some aspect of objective reality were different.  What if 

vampires were real?  What if we could travel faster than light?  

Magical realism is not speculative and does not conduct thought 

experiments.  Instead, it tells its stories from the perspective of people who 

live in our world and experience a different reality from the one we call 

objective.  If there is a ghost in a story of magical realism, the ghost is not a 

fantasy element but a manifestation of the reality of people who believe in 

and have "real" experiences of ghosts.  Magical realist fiction depicts the 

real world of people whose reality is different from ours.  It's not a thought 

experiment. It's not speculation.  Magical realism endeavors to show us the 

world through other eyes.  When it works, as I think it does very well in, 

say, Leslie Marmon Silko's novel Ceremony, some readers will inhabit this 

other reality so thoroughly that the "unreal" elements of the story, such as 

witches, will seem frighteningly real long after the book is finished.  A 

fantasy about southwestern Indian witches allows you to put down the book 

with perhaps a little shiver but reassurance that what you just read is made 

up.  Magical realism leaves you with the understanding that this world of 

witches is one that people really live in and the feeling that maybe this view 

is correct.  

It's possible to read magical realism as fantasy, just as it's possible to 

dismiss people who believe in witches as primitives or fools.  But the 

literature at its best invites the reader to compassionately experience the 

world as many of our fellow human beings see it.  
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There are three main effects by which magical realism conveys this 

different world-view, and those effects relate to the ways in which this 

world-view is different from the "objective" (empirical, positivist) view.  In 

these other realities, time is not linear, causality is subjective, and the 

magical and the ordinary are one and the same.  

Consider the structure of Gabriel Garcia Marquez's novel, One Hundred 

Years of Solitude.  As readers sense from the first first page which begins 

with a firing squad and then a very, very long flashback, time does not 

always march forward in the magical realist world view.  The distant past is 

present in every moment, and the future has already happened.  Great 

shifts in the narrative's time sequence reflect a reality that is almost outside 

of time.  This accounts for ghosts, for premonitions, and the feeling that 

time is a great repetition rather than a progression.  In Garcia Marquez's 

novel, certain events keep returning in the present focus, even as time 

does gradually wind through generations.  

As for causality, the objective view tells us that one person's emotion can't 

kill someone else.  We believe this so strongly that a world view in which 

emotion can kill won't convince us---we'll write it off as fantasy.  So magical 

realist works put causally connected events side by side in a way that 

doesn't appear to violate objective reality, but attempts to convince us by 

details that the events described are linked by more than chance.  In 

Ceremony, for example, there is a scene in which a spurned woman is 

dancing very angrily.  Miles away, the man who betrayed her is checking 

the commotion his cattle are making in the night.  Descriptions of the 

woman's heels stamping the floor are alternated with descriptions of the 
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cattle trampling the man to death, back and forth from one to the other.  No 

assertion of causality is made, but the dancer's heels and the animals' 

hooves become linked so powerfully that the reader doesn't just "get it."  

What's conveyed is not a symbol or a metaphor, but the reality that a 

woman can be so angry that when she dances, her lover dies.  

The third effect is my favorite.  If your view of the world includes miracles 

and angels, beast-men and women of unearthly beauty, gods walking 

among us and ceremonies that can end a drought, then all of these things 

are as ordinary to you as automobiles, desert streams, and ice in the 

tropics.  At the same time, the whole world is enchanted, mysterious.  

Automobiles, desert streams, and ice are all as astonishing as angels.  

To convey this, magical realist writers write the ordinary as miraculous and 

the miraculous as ordinary.  The ice that gypsies bring to the tropical village 

of Macondo in One Hundred Years of Solitude is described with awe.  How 

can such a substance exist?  It is so awesomely beautiful that characters 

find it difficult to account for or describe.  But it's not just novelties such as 

a first encounter with ice that merit such description.  The natural world 

comes in for similar attention.  The behavior of ants or the atmosphere of a 

streamside oasis are described in details that match objective experience, 

but which remind us that the world is surprising and seemingly full of design 

and purpose.  

The miraculous, on the other hand, is described with a precision that fits it 

into the ordinariness of daily life.  When one of the characters in One 

Hundred Years of Solitude is shot in the head, the blood from his body 
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flows out into the street in a path that takes it all the way to the feet of the 

character's grandmother---a miracle.  But along the way, the path of the 

blood is described in great detail, and the miraculous journey is rooted in 

the day-to-day activities of the village and the grandmother's household.  

An even better example is the character who is so beautiful that she is 

followed everywhere by a cloud of butterflies.  This extraordinary trait is 

brought to earth somewhat by the observation that all of the butterflies have 

tattered wings.  The miraculous, looked at closely, is mundane.  

I've written this essay from memory, without consulting the novels to which 

I allude.  I may have a detail or two wrong.  My point remains valid:  

Magical realism is a distinctive form of fiction that aims to produce the 

experience of a non-objective world view.  Its techniques are particular to 

that world view, and while they may at first look something like the 

techniques of sophisticated fantasy, magical realism is trying to do more 

than play with reality's rules.  It is conveying realities that other people 

really do experience, or once experienced.  

As a tool, magical realism can be used to explore the realities of characters 

or communities who are outside of the objective mainstream of our culture.  

It's not just South Americans, Indians, or African slaves who may offer 

these alternative views.  Religious believers for whom the numinous is 

always present and miracles are right around the corner, believers to whom 

angels really do appear and to whom God reveals Himself directly, they too 

inhabit a magical realist reality.  
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While I don't expect the words "magical realism" to revert to their 

specialized use, I hope that writers won't lose sight of the special literature 

those words once pointed to exclusively.  Magical realism is fascinating to 

read, and I hope to see more writers exploring its possibilities and 

conveying to "mainstream" readers ways of thinking that can help all of us 

to somewhat re-enchant the world.   

 

Bruce Holland Rogers is the author of Word Work: Surviving and Thriving 

as a Writer, to be published in the spring of 2002 by Invisible Cities Press.  
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The Week of Two Thursdays, 

OR THE MAGIC OF REALITY  

By Caroline Allard  

©2001, Caroline Allard  

 
 

 

I don’t know if God exists, but I owe Him one.  

My grandmother died of a nasty cancer in April 1995. The last two weeks 

were very difficult. She had received an ill-adjusted treatment, and her skin 

was burnt on the right side of her body, from her shoulder to her waist. 

While I had never witnessed such episodes, my mother told me that she 

was beginning to forget things; sometimes, she wouldn’t recognize my 

grandfather. Because of her cancer and her medication, she couldn’t do 

anything alone. The nurses were doing the cleaning jobs and the family 

was taking turns to help her eat.  

The last week, I was scheduled to go help her on the Thursday evening. 

She was sleeping when I arrived. When she woke up, she looked at me, 

startled.   

“What are you doing here?”   

“Coming for your supper, Grandma!”   
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“But… Wasn’t it supposed to be Jacques tonight?”   

“Uncle Jacques was here yesterday, Wednesday. It’s Thursday today, so 

I’m here!”   

“Oh. I don’t remember your uncle coming here yesterday. I could have 

sworn we were Wednesday!”   

I was wishing I wouldn’t see her lose it, but here I was. I wasn’t taken 

aback, though. I felt a rush of tenderness for my grandmother. She smiled.   

“But I’m so happy to see you here today!”   

We chit-chatted about my studies, the family. I made her promise she 

would contact me from the other side to tell me what God looked like, if he 

was a man or a woman. We laughed a lot.   

Then my uncle Jacques arrived. It was my turn to be startled.   

“What are you doing here?”   

“I’m coming to help your grandmother for her supper. It’s Wednesday.”   

And it was Wednesday! I had been wrong all along! My grandmother had a 

good laugh at my expense on that one. She was the one who was 

supposed to be losing it! But then she took my hand.   

“I’m so happy you came today! I wished so much to see you. God 

answered my prayers.”   
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I stayed with her a couple of hours. We didn’t say anything important, but I 

held her hand, and it was a beautiful spring’s evening.   

When I came back the day after, the real Thursday, she was unconscious. 

She never woke up, and she died during the night.   

***   

What is it to “put some magic in your writing?” If you’d asked me a year 

ago, I would have answered sorceresses, dragons and magic sticks. But 

now I think that it can’t be just that. Reality can become magic just by 

itself.   

Before last year, I didn’t consider what I just told you to be a story. I still 

don’t, not quite. For me, it is an event, and it feels strange to put it on 

paper. However, since I began to write, I see this event differently. It is a 

story, and it has magic in it.   

What was magic in the event I recalled? Just a slight error. I was early. I 

thought it was Thursday. By itself, it’s nothing. But what came out of this 

mistake? I didn’t just put the garbage out one day earlier. No, it made me 

talk to my grandmother for the absolute last time. If I had waited until the 

right day, she would have been gone.   

Being in a place too early, or too late: there can be magic in that. 

Something unexpected can happen. Something dangerous, thrilling, 

moving. Taking the wrong door: What do you miss? And what can you 

see? You could be in a place where just being there at this moment makes 

a difference. And feelings: what about this guy that you should like; he 
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brought back your lost wallet, he’s honest and easy going, he likes your 

cat. But you don’t like him. Why? What huge difference could it make if you 

had that feeling, and not the good feeling?    

Coincidences, errors, accidents, feelings. Tiny pieces of reality that your 

subconscious picks up without any obvious reason. These things happen in 

reality. They’re often full of wonder, they can make you cry, and they can 

make a hell of a nice anecdote. Why not summon them into your writing, 

then? Why not use them in your fictional stories to reach some great 

purpose, to reach another understanding of reality?    

I told you that I was not with my grandmother on the right day, that I was 

there because I made an error. It would nonetheless seem that I was there 

on the right day, that I would have made an error not to go this particular 

day. Is there such a thing as the right day, then? Is the right day, the right 

door, the right person, really the one we think it is? Playing with these ideas 

when we write is playing with reality in a way that introduces magic into it: 

new layers of understanding. Trying to see the hidden purpose of a mistake 

can make a good short story with an unexpected twist.   

I often think about my grandmother since she died. Missing her now is bad 

enough; I’m happy I didn’t miss her last moments of consciousness. She 

told me that she prayed to see me and that’s why, even if I’m not sure that 

God exists, I consider that I owe him one. And it’s true that I think a lot 

about her since I began to write. I often hint at her in my stories. Now, it 

seems that she’s also helping me in my writing, to see things differently, to 

reach some magical layers of reality disseminated here and there.    
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Somebody can consider that I owe Him two. 
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 Magical Intelligence 

By Colleen Philippi  

©2001, Colleen Philippi    
 

 

Psychologist Howard Gardner identified seven types of intelligence.  One of 

the things I've wondered is how each of those types of intelligence would 

affect a character's perception of magic, and how that would be reflected in 

their ability to use magic. The stereotype that keeps popping up is the 

wizened old man, shut up in the tower somewhere, industriously reading 

books and collecting arcane components for spells. So, the old man looks 

at magic from a logical-mathematical frame, with an interest in linguistics, 

as well.   

Linguistics and logical-math skills are what Americans usually think of as 

intelligence. This is what SATs measure, so those two components are the 

first that come to mind. But Gardner identified five other types of 

intelligence, in addition to Logical-Math and Linguistics: Kinesthetic, 

Spatial, Musical, Interpersonal, and Intrapersonal intelligence. What would 

magic be like when guided by a different intelligence type?    

A mage with Bodily-Kinesthetic intelligence might be drawn to creating 

magic out of dance; tai-chi, for example, could be used in a kinesthetic 

magical system. Or perhaps they might be drawn to herbs and gardening, 

or maybe they would approach magic like a chef approaches cooking, 
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knowing the ingredients and imagining how they would mix in order to 

create a new recipe.    

"The boy who drew cats" is an example of a Spatial magical system. 

Howard's purple crayon or the chalk drawings in Mary Poppins would also 

be examples of this. How things relate to each other in space, and how that 

can be the basis of a magical system seems utterly alien -- and yet isn't it 

also what engineering is about? The mage as engineer could make a 

fascinating characterization.   

Musical magical systems might make it possible for that up-and-coming 

garage band to find the true source of their power.  

The tricky types of intelligence are those based in Interpersonal and 

Intrapersonal skills. 'Empathic' is the label we give to a character who has a 

high degree of Interpersonal intelligence; 'Psychic' is another one. So is a 

'born salesman.' But those labels are hard to deal with when designing a 

magical system to go hand-in-hand with them -- though I have to admit I 

can come up with some fairly creepy things that could happen as a result, 

based on the concept that the magician feels everything that his target 

does.   

As far Intrapersonal goes, that's usually thought of as spiritual. But if you 

mix the types of intelligence up, there are some fascinating magicians and 

magical systems that can result: an engineer who can feel the buildings he 

designs as if they were alive, or a salesman who can literally charm the 

shirt off your back. 'Dancing till dawn' could have some very nasty side 

effects.   
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To create variety in a magical system, think about how diverse people are 

and how their strengths differ.  A culture may value one type of intelligence 

over others; how would that affect their magical forms?  What would the 

outsider be like then?  Imagine the chef-mage interested in cooks, rather 

than books.  
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Magic-Like Psychic Abilities  
By Jim Mills and Dawn Greenlee  

©2001, Jim Mills and Dawn Greenlee  
 

 

In collaboration with my good friend, Dawn Greenlee, I have written several 

SF and fantasy novels.  The Dragons of the East series (2 books so far, 5 

planned) is pure fantasy set in a modern-day world.  The Light is SF (Jim's 

work).  Secret Psychics, our current Work In Progress, is mostly science 

fiction, but with some fantasy elements.   

For the purposes of this discussion, I am going to concentrate on Secret 

Psychics and the efforts that went into the background work -- specifically, 

how we devised the "rules" for how psychic abilities function.   

Like in many works of speculative fiction, Dawn and I started with a "What 

if" question.  What if the world we know harbored a secretive race of 

humans with psychic abilities?  We are not talking about vague 

premonitions, or even slightly more demonstrable talents such as John 

Edwards talking to the dead or Uri Geller bending spoons.  What we 

wanted were people who could really do things that could change human 

society.  Dawn wanted Elves, but I said that Elves had been overworked, 

let's stick with human beings.  We discussed different options, and settled 

on humans from another world, a parallel Earth, who fled a war and came 

here through an inter-dimensional Gate of their own making.  With that 
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base, Dawn and I began to build the background and history for our story, 

and the rules by which our magic-like psychic abilities would work.   

We started by deciding what we didn't want: mages chanting spells and 

making arcane gestures were out.  Psychics do things by concentration 

and thinking about the things they want to happen.  They don't cast spells; 

they wield abilities that can achieve spell-like results, at least to a degree.  

We wanted to keep the story at a fairly low power level.  Superman would 

be way over the top.   

In order to document how all of this would work, I turned to Holly and 

followed her teachings.  On the site are a series of "How to" articles.  One 

is "Fantasy Is Not for Sissies -- Real Rules for Real Worlds" and another: 

"Worldbuilding -- Rollicking Rules of Ecosystems."   

All of Holly's "How to" articles and a lot of other very good information can 

be found at the Forward motion web site: http://www.hollylisle.com/fm.  I 

recommend reading all of them.   

In the process of discussing all of this, we came up with the idea that the 

human beings on Urta, the alternate Earth, would have certain 

distinguishing traits  that set them apart from the human beings of our own 

Earth.  In addition, there would be several races that would have Special 

Abilities of their own, although in varying degrees.  The first thing I did was 

use Holly's guidelines to define the common and racial traits (this follows 

Holly's recommended format, but only part of the outline is presented here.  

I've included part of Holly's instructions as well.).  Please keep in mind that 

http://www.hollylisle.com/fm
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these are worldbuilding notes, not a finished product, and there is some 

repetition:   

A: Special physics.  Faster-than-light travel, time travel, magic, 

extraordinary beasts, vampires, ghosts, angels, gods, goddesses and other 

supernatural beings or phenomena.  

1.      In what way does my universe differ from the mundane norm?  

(i.e.: use of magic, use of FTL, presence of ghosts, vampires or other 

fantastic creatures, etc.)  

Magic-like psychic abilities exist in the form of alternate-race humans 

who have come to this Earth via a cross-dimensional Gate, fleeing a 

Shadow War on their own Earth (which they call Urta.  Most worship 

Gaea, the Earth/Urta Goddess).  Also, they brought with them certain 

creatures, such as the Sassarra (a very large, watery creature) and 

the Urtharra (a very large, earthen creature).  

2.      What is the nature of the difference?  How exactly will these 

differences manifest?  

Psychic abilities will manifest as super-human "powers" used by the 

newcomers and their descendants, though we will avoid calling them 

"powers" and refer to them as abilities instead.  These are usually, 

but not always, low-level, not-quite-so-dramatic abilities, such as 

Fading (invisibility), Healing and Moving (low-level telekinesis).  

Also, some more dramatic manifestations exist, though the 

newcomers, who call themselves "Others" (always capitalized), try to 

keep their secrets, such as the Sassarra and the flamboyant Other 

known as FireBird.  
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3.      What are the rules by which the special physics operate?  

We used the Champion ™ game mechanics,  mostly limited to low-

level powers.  However, no mention of the use of game mechanics 

will be made outside of this document.  Some editors don't like it.  

 

4.      What effects will these rules have on culture and story?  

Note: Others, capitalized, will refer to the aliens, and certain abilities 

such as Fading (invisibility) and Healing will also be capitalized for 

use in the story to denote the Special Abilities.  

The Others first appeared in New Mexico in 1947.  The hot, dry 

climate was harmful or excessively hard on many of them, notably the 

Water Nymphs, and they sought other areas to the north and west.  

They made careful contact with the local inhabitants and, over time, 

learned English and the American culture.  They quickly learned the 

differences between human and Other, and that the humans could be 

as bigoted as Others, so they learned to be secretive and to hide 

those differences.  As they slowly worked their way into human 

society, the Others learned to hide their distinctive physical 

appearances, such as their different ears and cat-like eyes.  For the 

eyes they developed contact lenses, though these large, full-cover 

lenses tend to be irritating to the eyes.  As Others became seemingly 

ordinary people, they slowly built wealth and power.  

The human beast is a curious and competitive creature, and the 

presence of illegal aliens did not go unnoticed forever.  Those who 

know how it started don't talk about it, but certain Others began to 
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disappear.  At first the disappearance were made to appear as tragic 

mishaps – house fires or auto accidents that claimed the lives of 

Others, the bodies burned beyond recognition or simply missing.  The 

Others soon grew suspicious as the numbers of dead and missing 

mounted.  An Elder Seer discovered the truth – the humans had 

organized a secret government "Agency" to find and apprehend what 

they considered to be illegal and very dangerous aliens.  The Agency 

had secret hospitals set up, staffed by carefully screened and 

selected personnel, who were constantly "made aware" that the 

Others were not human beings, but aliens who had come to Earth to 

invade and conquer from within – the Agency constantly reinforces 

this as fact.  

The truth is that the Others are refugees from a devastating war.  

Their descendants, , for the most part, just want to be allowed to live 

in peace, raise families and get along with their neighbors.  They fight 

only because the Agency has made it necessary.  

The Agency scientists have studied the Others that they have 

captured, and have projected that if the Others were allowed to live 

and breed with human beings, eventually natural selection would 

favor the Others as a more viable subspecies, and the Others would 

become the dominant race(s) on Earth.  This could leave human 

beings as slaves or second-class citizens, and if unchecked, that 

could happen very soon.  This is what they fear.  
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There are also those who see opportunity in this situation and seek to 

exploit it.  Ever since Others were first detected in the seventies, they 

have been secretly testing Others' abilities and performing 

experiments that make the Nazis seem like amateurs.  

5.      What are the laws of my special physics?  

The psychic abilities may be categorized.  

Benders dominate the minds of others and bend them to their will.  

Binders are those who, through their psychic ability, can gather and 

manipulate matter or energy.  For example, it's said that some Bind 

fire to their will, others Bind light or kinetic energy.  Binders are 

specialists; they can usually affect only one thing.  

Controllers telepathically control people.  

Finders are those who can find people or things.  

Healers are those who can fix the hurts of others.  

Movers can make things move with the power of their minds.  This is 

more general than Binders, who can often only move one thing.  

Some Movers can wrap light around themselves, called Fading, 

effectively making them invisible (but it's hard to 'keep up' for long).  

Readers read minds or objects.  

Seers see things that are not there.  Sometimes it's remote viewing, 

sometimes they see the past or future.  

Senders send thoughts to others.  

Shapers change one thing to another.  
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Shifters change their own bodies into a different form.  

There are those who are truly extraordinary and they are called 

Masters.  

6.      What is the nature of the people who will use these laws?  How do 

they differ from regular people?  

Others always have cat-like eyes and somewhat noticeably pointy 

ears.  Their 'half-human' offspring, when they mate and breed with 

Earth human beings, always have cat-like eyes and somewhat pointy 

ears, though the ears tend to be more rounded in those who are half-

human.  All are psychic and share a Mind Link or "the Link" as they 

call it, which can be turned on or off.  

In other respects, the Others don't differ from humans all that much.  

They know that they exist and accept that their abilities are real.  

They are secretive, mostly out of long years of training and 

experience.  

B: Organized terrain.  Everyone needs a map.  If your entire novel takes 

place inside a single house inside a single day, you still need the 

layout of the house – the placement of windows, which side faces 

north, where doors, halls and rooms lie in relation to each other.  

If working in a town, acquire a town map.  If a fantasy world, detail your 

development process in three map segments, moving from west to east.  

 

C: Defined inhabitants.  Who lives in your world?  Tripod-legged aliens 

and telepathic humans?  Dragons?  Cute, furry magic-users?  This is not 
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the area where you define the cultures of human beings – if all you have 

in your book are humans with no special powers, go to step D.  

 

But if you have (main character) ghosts, vampires, aliens, or fantastical 

creatures, you need to develop clear definitions of what these folks are, 

and what they are not.  Don’t satisfy yourself with saying “Oh, they’re 

Tolkien elves,” or “Oh, they’re typical vampires.”  Actually sit down and 

create the rules by which your creatures work.  These are the minimum 

things you need to define:  

 

1.      Physical form of the Others:  

Telepathic humans with cat-like eyes that give them excellent night 

sight, but also make them distinctly different, as do the pointy ears.  

The ears are easily concealed by long hair.  The eyes need special 

contact lenses or sunglasses to pass unnoticed.  

 

2.      Advantages and disadvantages of the form  

Advantage: excellent night sight.  

Disadvantage: distinctly different eyes and ears, and an increased 

vulnerability to iron and steel.  

3.      How the creature propagates, or how the condition is passed on.  

By breeding, either with Others or with Earth human beings.  In the 

latter case, the Other features are always dominant, though the ears 

are usually more rounded.  
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It is possible for a couple to LifeMate, sort of psychic marriage.  A 

very deep LifeMating, called a Soul Bond, actually bonds the two 

souls to each other, which can be both good and bad.  The two so 

bonded can always communicate with each other, even if separated 

by great distances or dimensions, and they can usually locate each 

other.  They also feel a part of each other's pain, although they don't 

both suffer identical injuries.  

Due to the sometimes-capricious nature of LifeMatings, morals and 

customs sometimes differ among the Others, a point that causes our 

16-year-old heroes some grief when Earth morals say that they are 

misbehaving.  

4.      How the form works.  

The form is human in all other respects.  

The night sight is much like a cat's sight, but combines a human eye 

for detail with the cat's eye for movement and low-level light 

sensitivity.  Others can see well in very dim light, but not in total 

darkness.  

5.      A history of the form.  

Evolved on another world, an alternate Earth, the Others sought to 

flee a devastating world war that they call the Shadow War because 

the Shadow Lord, a very powerful Other, instigated a war of 

worldwide conquest.  Seers sought out a world to which their master-

Shaper could make a Gate, a world with biologically compatible 

human beings.  They fled through the Gate and the greatest Shaper 

who had ever lived stayed behind to be sure that the Gate was 
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destroyed and that the Shadow Lord could not follow them.  They 

know that the Shaper planned to have her LifeMate kill her to protect 

those who fled.  

D.  A uniform method of counting time on Urta (some Elders may refer to 

it).  

E.  Defined cultures: rich/poor, literate/illiterate, north/south, east/west, 

mountain/valley, etc.  

The people, as they call themselves, are the only intelligent life forms 

on Urta.  They are culturally divided along ability lines, rather than 

ethnic or geographic lines.  Long ages of psychic power usage, which 

was a conscious decision made many, many Turnings (years) ago, 

have made the people different compared to Earth people.  The DNA 

of their offspring does not always follow the DNA of the parents.  

Some Elders have argued, and it is an old debate, that by altering 

their brains and minds, the people have violated natural evolution.  

Others have argued that it merely has sent evolution in new and 

interesting directions.  The Change, as it was called, was 

implemented by scientists, and at the will of the people of one land.  It 

was meant to allow the people to manipulate matter and energy with 

their minds, and it did do that, but there were unforeseen side effects.  

The races of the people had been divided much as those on Earth – 

Black, Red, White and Yellow – and the racial and family traits held 

true, for the most part.  But with the Changing, everything changed.  

White people started giving birth to Black, Black to Yellow, Yellow to 

Red, and all manner of combinations.  Very confusing in the early 
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Turnings after the Changing, after a few tens of turnings it became 

accepted as the norm.  In time, those that had psychic abilities 

became dominant on Urta, and non-psychic human beings were of 

very small numbers.  

In addition to racial changes, the psychic abilities gained were not 

uniform.  Abilities differed between individuals.  In time, these abilities 

were recognized as falling into several categories.  First, there were 

the common abilities that almost everyone had: night sight, telepathy 

and a sensory awareness of those in close proximity.  The 

uncommon abilities fell into five categories that correspond to the five 

"elements" – earth, air, fire, water and life.  Each grouping had 

common abilities, though not all individuals were so blessed by Gaea.  

The Dao or Earth Spirits' abilities center on the earth.  Some can walk 

through and breathe earth and stone as if it were air.  A few can 

animate earth and stone.  

The Sprites or Air Spirits can often become one with the wind (Fade, 

Fly, Desolid).  

The Salamanders or Fire Spirits usually generate and/or manipulate 

fire in some way.  

The Nymphs or Water Spirits usually breathe water and swim well.  

Some have gills and others breathe the water in and out of their lungs 

(the exact biology of how this works is one of the things the Agency 

strives to learn).  Some have extraordinarily long, webbed fingers and 

toes.  
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The Fauns or Life Spirits are the rarest, and most unusual of the 

Other races, and also the most varied.  They include those who 

LifeBond to plants or animals, those who can alter their bodies to 

become something other than human, etc.  

Culture A: The People, also known as the Others on Earth.  

Subculture 1: The Dao or Earth Spirits, usually of dark skin.  

Subculture 2: The Sprites or Air Spirits, usually of yellow skin.  

Subculture 3: The Salamanders or Fire Spirits, usually of 

reddish skin.  

Subculture 4: The Nymphs or Water Spirits, usually of fair skin.  

Subculture 4: The Fauns or Life Spirits, who may be of any skin 

color.  

F:  Spoken and written languages.  

G.  Consistent (or explicable) technology.   

* * * * * 

 

We have also made similar documentation for the other animal-like races 

that appear in the book, such as the Sassarra (a very large, watery 

creature) and the Urtharra (a very large, earthen creature) that I mentioned 

earlier.  Maps, definitions of how the Others measured time on Urta, and 

other similar details have all been documented.  Much of it will not make it 

into the book(s), but it serves to enrich the story.  I have left them out of this 

article in the interest of brevity.   
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I hope that sharing this example -- how Dawn and I used Holly's system of 

world building to establish "rules" for our book Secret Psychics -- will help 

you to better plan your stories and give them greater depth.   

Good luck – and keep writing!   

 

Jim Mills (Jim@HollyLisle.com) and Dawn Greenlee 
(MoonRyu@aol.com)  
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 Finding Magic in Mundania 

By Jen Taylor  

©2001, Jen Taylor  
 

 A man who communicates with dead people.  

 A television set that inexplicably turns itself on and off.  

 A cat who wakes her owner by biting his ear when he has fallen asleep at 

the wheel of a car and is beginning to drift off the road.  

 A child who announces, "Grandpa's in heaven..." just as the phone rings 

with a call from the hospital.  

Were these things to happen in a novel, you might wonder if you've picked 

up a rather clichéd suspense thriller. And yet each of these has some basis 

in reality. Almost everyone has little stories of unexplained occurrences. In 

that sense, 'magic' is among us all of the time. It's the touch of unreality in 

an otherwise mundane and boring world. Properly utilized, such small 

things provide a heady atmosphere of the special, the sacred, and the 

mystical in any type of fiction, and that atmosphere is exactly what draws 

many readers to fantasy and science fiction.   

Modern fantasy genre writers have adopted a habit of substituting magic for 

science. Need a way to get your characters from Point A to Point B, and 

haven't got cars or supersonic jets? No problem. Teleportation spell. Need 

long distance communication and Ma Bell isn't around yet? Drop in a magic 

gourd that repeats whatever's said into it, or introduce telepathy, or send a 
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voice on the wind. I admit to using magic as a convenience in my stories 

now and then; sometimes it's just necessary. But at the same time, making 

magic so utilitarian takes away exactly what draws most people to magic in 

the first place -- the sense of mystery, of power unexplained. The feeling of 

'special.'   

Anyone who has ever felt that chill of deja vu knows how powerful even 

little things like mysterious premonitions can be. Just for a moment, the 

world doesn't quite fit into the commonly applied limitations. Remember 

that feeling, brief as it may be, the next time you're describing how one of 

your characters feels the first time he sees a fireball streak across the night 

sky. Keep a notebook handy and jot down those occasions when you 

experience something unusual -- the color of the sky just before a storm, 

for example. Describe the way the light falls across the landscape as if 

you'd never seen that sort of thing before. After I started keeping track of 

these little experiences, I was enormously surprised at how often they 

occur. Just as writers in other genres utilize real-life events for their stories, 

so can fantasy writers adapt these 'magical' experiences to better flesh out 

their own work.   

We as a community often speak of building magic systems in our worlds. In 

a fantasy world, it's as critical to understand how magic works as to 

understand basic physics when writing a space opera. It is also vitally 

important to the bring a touch of the mystical to our systematic magic.   
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We writers may need to know exactly how the mechanics of spells and 

potions work in a universe, but it's just as important to remember what the 

reader needs: to feel that touch of wonder at the unexplained and come 

away from our stories with stardust in their eyes at the possibilities of 

magic.  
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Science and Magic 

John Ward 

©2001, John Ward  
 

 

“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic"   

- Arthur C. Clarke 

Many times, fantasy seems to be the Goodwill Store of literature.  “Second-

hand ideas at half price on aisle three!  Clichés on aisle six – they’re free.  

Take all you like.”  All stories involve a certain amount of recycling.  The 

themes, the villains, the heroes – they’ve all been done before.  In fact, you 

know the princess in your story?  Yes, the one who was kidnapped by the 

evil sorcerer.  Well, let me tell you: that same princess has been kidnapped 

by the dark wizard fifty-six times before you even met her.  Last time I saw 

her she was carrying an overnight bag and on her way back to the tower.  

Yes, that’s right – she keeps an extra toothbrush in his medicine cabinet.  

Oh, and her virtue?  Well, don’t be in any rush to save that either. We’re all 

familiar with these overly done archetypes.  So, please move on already-- I 

want to read something new!  

Nowhere is this repetition of ideas more apparent than in the magic 

systems of the worlds that we create. Run down the list in your head: 

necromancy, blood magic, using someone’s life force as an energy source, 

using the elemental forces of nature (how many times has that been 

done?), druidic magic, witchcraft, etc.  Almost everything has been done: 

from Terry Goodkind’s “Additive and Subtractive Magic” to Dave Eddings 
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use of “The Will and the Word.”  Now, obviously, it is possible to 

successfully put a new twist on an old idea.  Marion Zimmer Bradley, 

Mercedes Lackey, Terry Brooks, Jordan, Goodkind, and many others are 

perfect examples of people who have done it very well.  However, unless 

you really believe that you are the next Andre Norton, maybe it’s time to 

stop looking at the magic systems that have already been used.  It’s time 

for something else.  Magic, and its use, has become a staple in the fantasy 

community.  It’s part of the genre, and you probably won’t have any luck 

selling stories that don’t use it quite extensively.  However, it is time for our 

genre to look beyond the arcane to achieve the fantastic.  We need to look 

to science as a source of inspiration for our magic systems.   

A great example (actually, a perfect example) of using physics to define a 

magic system is Holly Lisle's article that explains the magic system of her 

fantasy world from the Secret Texts series.  Many of the ideas that she 

used are only a slightly modified version of the Laws of Thermodynamics.  I 

think her First Law of Magical Reaction is brilliant.  It’s a perfect example of 

using science to create magic.    Obviously, she has added many other 

rules, and taken some away; however, she has managed to create a very 

compelling and realistic magic system.  You can find the article here:   

http://hollylisle.com/tm/matrinmagic.html   

Scientific thought and theory are waiting to be exploited by the fantasy 

writer.  They provide an untold wealth of fresh and new ideas that can be 

incorporated into your story as magic.  Furthermore, there are distinct 

advantages to using these theories to form the basis of your magic 

http://hollylisle.com/tm/matrinmagic.html
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system.  Many are genuinely new concepts.  Very few people read 

scientific journals and are familiar with these ideas.  For example, consider 

the many articles that go into specific detail about the energies necessary 

to create magical gateways or portals to other lands.  You won’t find the 

articles that I’m referring to in the Occult section of your local library.  No, 

you need to head over to the sections on Physics, Quantum Mechanics, 

and Cosmology.  Oh, these articles may use terms like ‘wormholes’ or 

‘faster than light travel.’  Occasionally, they utilize strange runes in the 

midst of the article.  Things like-    

Sp(20)_1 X U(1)^2 

Do you need to understand these glyphs?  Not really.  You do need to be 

persistent and willing to continue looking for the right manuscripts until you 

find one that will unlock the greater meaning behind these symbols.  Look 

for what is typically called Popular Science books.  Steven Hawking and 

Richard Feynman come to mind, among many others.  Find one that you 

like, and let that scientist explain the cosmos to you in a way that you 

understand.   

Once you gain access to this material, you will learn that they explain many 

things that most fantasy writers never stop to ponder.  Consider the 

hapless mage who decides to use his own living form as a conduit for the 

very energies of creation.  Don’t you think that that much energy coursing 

through your body might have some adverse effect on you?  In stories, we 

frequently see formidable wizards who regularly work with enough power to 

ignite a sun; however, the worst consequence that they may face is a 
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headache or they may get sick for a little while?  Is that plausible?  Maybe 

not – but we all buy into those fancies from time to time.  It’s part of the joy 

of fantasy.  Couldn’t those stories be improved?  Couldn’t they be made to 

be more interesting?    

Let’s make our magic more interesting by making it more realistic.  I’m not 

asking to limit your magic in any way.  In fact, I’m proposing the opposite.  

Science is looking at ways to extend people’s age well beyond the 

hundred-year mark.  Extrapolate that a little, and you have a crazed mad 

man on an immortality quest.  Look at the Genome project – it’s screaming 

to be manipulated in a fantasy story where practitioners of magic gradually 

change and alter the world around them until it is filled with dread beasts 

who walk the night.  That’s genetics.  Okay, so you don’t call it genetics – 

think up some way of doing this through magic.  What can go wrong with 

gene-splicing?  What are the benefits of genetic manipulation?  Can any 

complications arise out of crossbreeding different species?  Would these 

sorcerers employ similar methods on themselves to augment their own 

power?  These are all examples of ideas that can be incorporated into your 

story with just a little research.     

You don’t need to explain -- or even understand -- the math involved, but 

isn’t it possible that magic systems could be a little more grounded in 

scientific theory?  Granted, people will say, “-- But, it’s magic!  You don’t 

need to obey the rules of physics.  That’s what makes it magic.”  However, 

even magic needs to follow a logical, well-thought-out series of rules to be 

believable.  Understand that these laws will make up the physics of your 

world.  Your rules may be different, but, here are a few that I try to follow:    
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1.      There needs to be an explanation for the source of this unfathomable 

power.  

2.      There need to be consequences for its use.  

3.      And, there needs to be a certain methodology for its practice.   

So save yourself some work the next time you begin to think of an original 

way to introduce magic into your story world and borrow some physics from 

the real world.  A better understanding of physics will allow you to create a 

complicated world that is more dangerous or rewarding.  Every world has a 

certain set of immutable laws that cannot be broken.  Even when it appears 

that those laws lay shattered, most of the time it is only our understanding 

of the law that has been redefined.  A better-defined understanding of the 

physics of your universe will allow you to better manipulate those laws.  

This understanding will also lead to new ideas.  Who knows?  Maybe we 

will finally have a fantasy writer wo can come up with a better method of 

instantaneous travel than the ubiquitous Gateway – well, one can always 

hope.  
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Fantasy: 

When Magic Goes Wrong 

By Jim Francis 

©2001, Jim Francis 
 

 
One of the fun things about magic stories is, well, the fun. Take a look at 

the magic your characters can work.  They might use magic so they can fly 

without the aid of an aircraft, though at times they may need a battery 

powered electric broom; they can temporarily freeze people while forgotten 

things are fixed; or, when pushed for time, whop up a banquet from the 

fixings at a moment's notice. Whatever needs doing, it can be done with 

magic. There is, however, one small problem; much like the rest of the 

universe, magic is prone to error.  

 

What might go wrong when your average magic-practicing and harassed 

housewife needs to go to the supermarket, or mall? Naturally, the first thing 

she does is to open the requisite program on her computer. If she presses 

enter the exit portal will appear and everybody at her destination will be 

momentarily frozen to avoid shocking them when she suddenly steps into 

their midst. But before she does this, she realizes that she has forgotten 

her Palm computer. The last time she did that, being unable to re-open the 

portal, she had the annoyance and expense of a taxi home.  

 

She keeps her Palm locked away because her husband tends to play with 

things. One cold night last winter he played with it and the kitchen window 
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panes vanished. While she's getting the Palm, her kitten jumps up to the 

keyboard and touches a key. The computer beeps, the monitor screen 

flashes, and the kitten jumps down. This is hint #1 to your reader that a 

problem is in the offing.  

 

She comes back ,hits enter, and the computer speakers intone the spell. 

After all, there is no rule that says magic spells need a human voice. The 

portal takes marginally longer than normal to open. This is hint #2 that 

things will go wrong. In the supermarket she passes an obviously 

impoverished, pregnant woman with two very young children. The woman 

gives her a puzzled glance and, after a moment of puzzlement herself, she 

realizes that the two of them look very much alike. This is hint #3 that the 

unsuspecting housewife is running into trouble.  

 

At the check out her debit card is rejected, and the cashier hits a key. Two 

security guards dressed like Turkish harem eunuchs materialize from thin 

air. They have huge scimitars hanging from tightly cinched cummerbunds. 

This is beyond a hint. She has landed somewhere strange, and probably 

dangerous. Her debit card rejected, she is dragged off, and her Palm is 

seized. All the police are dressed like eunuchs. Locked in a cell, she 

eventually manages to remember an oral spell, escapes and re-gains her 

Palm. There's an exciting chase, but eventually the Palm computer opens a 

portal into the kitchen. Home at last, she collapses into a chair, closes her 

eyes, and breathes a sigh of relief as the portal closes on her pursuers.  

The adventure, however, is not yet over. She hears a gasp and opens her 

eyes to see that another version of herself has entered the room. This is 
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not her world either. Oh well, in magic, as in the rest of the world, nothing's 

perfect. That's kind of adventure that can happen "When Magic Goes 

Wrong." Enjoy your writing. Have fun.  
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Horror:  

Using Magic in Horror Fiction  

by Teresa Hopper 
                                   Horror and Dark Fiction Moderator 

©2001, Teresa Hopper 
 

 
With the exception of fantasy, horror fiction probably features magic more 

than any other genre of writing. The magical seems to have a strong hold 

on our psyche, for even the most educated and modern of us is, 

somewhere very deep down, not so different to our ancestors – we fear 

what we do not understand and cannot control.    

 

In the past, magic has been respected.  However, our modern culture holds 

up the magical as a thing to be mocked, but also feared. Are we not all 

warned as children not to meddle in the occult -  that we do so at our own 

detriment? That there is something dangerous and uncontrollable about 

magic? And there is the reason that it makes such good horror material, for 

in our sanitised and controlled lives there are few things left which we have 

no control over.    

Every kind of magic has been used by horror writers over the years, and I 

won’t be able to cover all of them in this article – I’m sure that you’ll be able 

to think of many more examples that I have missed. I don’t want to just give 

you a long list of what’s been done before.  This is a brief overview, then, to 

give you hints as to how you can do it yourself.   
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Magic is often classed as white magic (for good use) or black magic (for 

bad use). As we will see later on in the article, this definition is arbitrary, but 

I will use it here to illustrate my point.   

White Magic   

This sort of magic is not frequently used in horror fiction, probably for the 

reason that magic used for good is not particularly frightening. There are a 

few examples though, – one of the most recent being ‘The Green Mile’ by 

Stephen King, featuring a man with healing powers.   

Black Magic   

While there seems to be a more limited scope for positive magic in horror,  

almost every aspect of black magic has been explored.  

 

The most popular example is the practice of Satanism and devil worship as 

used in the classic The Omen by David Seltzer, and many authors since.    

 

The use of witchcraft has also been well explored. One of my favourites 

has always been ‘Macbeth’ by William Shakespeare; more recently, Anne 

Rice wrote the Mayfair Witches trilogy (The Witching Hour, Lasher, Taltos). 

Gypsy magic and curses have always been popular – the protagonist of 

‘Thinner’ by Richard Bachman is killed by a gypsy curse.    

 

Using magic to contact the dead is another favourite of horror writers, and 

is explored in Darkness Tell Us by Richard Laymon, featuring a group of 

young people who experiment with a ouija board.    
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Yet another common type of magic used is the mind magic – psi powers. 

There are many variations,  including pyrokinesis (the ability to create fires 

using only the mind) in Firestarter by Stephen King, psychokinesis (the 

ability to affect physical objects with your mind) in Carrie, also by Stephen 

King, and telepathy (mind-reading) in The Face of Fear by Dean Koontz.   

So as you can see, there is a wealth of magic-related horror out there, but 

don’t be deterred if this is an area that you are interested in. Don’t feel that 

you shouldn’t bother because there’s so much written already.  Every writer 

will approach a story from a different angle – you could write a story about 

Satanists trying to bring about the end of the world through the antichrist, 

and it wouldn’t be the same as The Omen.   

So, how do you use magic in your horror fiction? There are a few things to 

remember that will make your story better – many of these also apply to 

other genres.   

1. Research  

Unless you are already a Satanist or a witch, the chances are you won’t 

know a great deal about magic, and if you don’t research adequately this 

will be reflected in your work. You don’t need to go over the top and have 

the exact words of a real cursing ritual in your book, or know exactly which 

herb is used for raising the dead, but if you give yourself a general 

knowledge in the subject, the things that you write will be more realistic. 

Most libraries and bookshops have a wide variety of books, and don’t be 

deterred by the strange look that the librarian might give you when you 
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check out A History of Devil Worship! There is also a growing amount of 

information on the Internet.   

2. Don’t Stereotype  

I’ve lost count of the number of books that I have read where black magic is 

only practised by the bad guys, and white magic only by the good guys. 

Don’t stereotype the magic that your characters use – sometimes your 

good characters might need to use black magic, or your bad characters 

might do something good with their magic.  

Also, beware of other kind of stereotypes – for example. I’m sure that 

modern witches don’t all use cauldrons or have black cats, or dress in 

black. But if you’ve done your research, you should be able to avoid these 

mistakes.   

3. Don’t Use Magic As a Cure-all  

At all costs, avoid using magic to solve all your protagonist’s problems. You 

might think that this is such an obvious point that it’s not worth mentioning, 

but I have read published books where the hero has just been able to recite 

a spell or smash a magical amulet and the bad guy is beaten. Don’t do this; 

for a reader, it’s such a letdown. Don’t make it so easy for your  protagonist 

– make it tough for them!   

4. Make Your Magic Balance  

By this I mean that if the result of the magic is very large (i.e. raising the 

dead), then the input required to carry out the magic should also be large. I 
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hate it when I read books that have people casting huge spells with no 

effort whatsoever – it just doesn’t seem realistic. What goes in can be up to 

you – blood, flesh, the person’s energy or life-force, but make sure that 

there is some cost.    

Happy writing! And don’t forget that if you write any magic-based horror, 

then the Horror and Dark Fiction Board is the place to show it off. Pop in 

and see us!   
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Poetry: 

Riddles Wisely Expounded 
By Jennifer St. Clair Bush 

Poetry Moderator  

©2001, Jennifer St. Clair Bush  
 

I didn't realize how much I missed rhyming until I had to make up three 

riddles for my WIP (Work In Progress) the other day. I broke out my old 

beat-up copy of Clement Wood's Rhyming Dictionary and spent the better 

part of two hours creating three riddles that my characters had to solve. I'm 

sure my husband thought I was acting especially odd that night, since I 

walked around the house muttering 'key' and 'plea' and 'see' under my 

breath until they were finished.  

While riddling the night away, I realized that riddles are a really ancient 

form of poetry.  Spells and charms are usually rhymed for greater potency. 

One of the oldest riddles is that of the Sphinx: "What walks on four legs in 

the morning, on two in the afternoon, and on three in the evening?"  This is 

just one example of a form of poetry that has been around for thousands of 

years.  
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Riddles have been used to trick the unwary, to entice a lover, and to save a 

life. Riddles have been found in the cultures of nearly every land, and some 

are largely unchanged throughout history. Compilations of riddles were also 

among the first printed books in the Middle Ages.  

For example, in Tolkien's Lord of the Rings, Bilbo Baggins not only riddles 

with Gollum, but also with Smaug the dragon during his Quest. In the ever-

popular Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade, Indy has to solve a riddle to 

find the Holy Grail. And in Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, Harry has 

to solve a complicated riddle to win the day.  

The next time you have a hero who needs to save the day, consider forcing 

him (or her) to use brain instead of brawn, and join the ranks of so many 

other brave souls. Not only will your characters come out smarter, you'll 

have fun creating the riddles to go with your story.  

Some online riddles:  

http://www.cartooncorner.com/funnyfolder/riddles/riddles.html  

http://www1.tpgi.com.au/users/aali/riddles/noframes/easy.htm  

http://www.cartooncorner.com/funnyfolder/riddles/riddles.html
http://www1.tpgi.com.au/users/aali/riddles/noframes/easy.htm
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(hint: the answers are between the arrows; highlight the space between the 

arrows to see them. Cute! I'll admit it took me a little while to figure it out.)  

http://www.justriddlesandmore.com/riddles.html  

http://www.justriddlesandmore.com/  

Ancient Riddles: http://telacommunications.com/misc/riddles.htm   

And a folksong:  

The Riddle Song 

Traditional  

I gave my love a cherry that has no stone,  

I gave my love a chicken that has no bone.  

I gave my love a ring that has no end,  

I gave my love a baby that's no cryin'.  

 

How can there be a cherry without a stone?  

How can there be a chicken without a bone?  

How can there be a ring that has no end?  

How can there be a baby with no cryin'?  

   

A cherry when it's bloomin', it has no stone 

http://www.justriddlesandmore.com/riddles.html
http://www.justriddlesandmore.com/
http://telacommunications.com/misc/riddles.htm
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A chicken when it's pippin', it has no bone.  

A ring when it's rollin', it has no end.  

A baby when it's sleepin', it's no cryin'. 
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Romance: 

The Subgenres of Romance  

By Anne M. Marble 
Romance Moderator  

©2001, Anne M. Marble  
 

Contrary to popular opinion, not all romances are alike. Though they follow 

the basic 'boy meets girl' plot, there is much room for variety. The plots and 

characters, the settings, and the characters can vary as much as within 

mystery novels.  

To make things more confusing, some categories of  romance novels have 

subcategories, which in turn have further varieties. So the romance genre, 

supposedly full of books that are all the same, really resembles a tree with 

branches going off into many directions.  

One thing I want explain immediately is that romance novels do not necessarily have 

sex in them. For example, Regency romances often tell a love story without so much as 

a passionate kiss. Even when they do have sex scenes, the best romances are not 

about sex, they are about love. So think of them as love scenes, not sex scenes, and 

you'll have a better understanding of the genre as a whole.  

Historical Romance   

As you might guess, historical romance novels take place in the past. It's 

not so easy, though. For one thing, Regency romances (see below) take 

place in the past, but but they fall into their own category. Also, within 

historical romances, books can use varying amounts of history as their 
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background. Some historical romances use the setting as a 'wallpaper' 

while others are researched and written in depth. The moods and plots of 

these books can vary widely from humorous to deadly serious. Mystery and 

intrigue plots are often popular. Also, while some historical romances have 

dollops of sex, others have only a few love scenes or even none at all.   

If you decide to write historical romances, be warned that publishers  are 

rarely interested in some periods. At times it feels as if all the historical 

romances are set in the American West, Medieval England, or Regency 

England. Something of an exaggeration, but not too far off. Yet even when 

books are set in the same era, they can be as different as night and day. 

For example, both Julia Quinn and Anne Stuart have set historical 

romances in the Regency period. Yet Julia Quinn writes romps with clever 

banter, while Anne Stuart writes about tragic, driven characters who 

sometimes betray each other before finding redemption.   

Notable writers of serious historical romances include Mary Jo Putney, 

Patricia Gaffney, Laura Kinsale, Anne Stuart, Johanna Lindsey, Catherine 

Coulter, Lorraine Heath, LaVyrle Spencer, Judith McNaught, Kristin 

Hannah, Megan Chance, Linda Francis Lee, and Judith Ivory. For a lighter 

read, try Julie Garwood, Julia Quinn, Amanda Quick, or Jill Barnett. The 

ones your mother won't let you read are by Bertrice Small, Susan Johnson, 

Thea Devine, and Robin Schone.  

Regency Romances   

Regencies are not the same as historical novels set during the Regency 

period. They are shorter, generally with an emphasis on Regency society 
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and dialogue over action and sex. (Although Mary Balogh and others have 

brought sexuality into the Regency.) It's safe to say that Regency 

romances owe as much to Georgette Heyer (one of SF author Lois 

McMaster Bujold's favorite writers) as they do to Jane Austen. However, 

today's Regency doesn't have to be a drawing room comedy or a romp. 

The Regency can be about angst-ridden characters, about heroes 

discovering the importance of family life, about heroines recovering from 

sexual abuse, about bluestockings, and even about heroines forced to 

become prostitutes (Mary Balogh's The Secret Pearl). Many writers started 

out writing Regencies before turning to historical romances.   

Notable authors of humorous Regencies include Emma Jensen, Barbara 

Metzger, Diane Farr, Marion Chesney, and Kasey Michaels. Notable 

authors of more serious Regencies include Mary Balogh, Carla Kelly, Joan 

Wolf, Patricia Oliver, Mary Jo Putney, Alison Lane, Elisabeth Fairchild, and 

Jo Beverley.  

Contemporary Romance   

As you might expect, contemporary romances are set in the present. At this 

time, popular trends include humorous romances and romantic suspense. 

(Romantic suspense is big enough to get its own category in this article.) 

That could change any minute now. Besides, many writers aren't afraid to 

tackle serious stories about characters recovering from abuse or 

alcoholism, people coping with life-changing events, and so forth. That 

said, tearjerkers where somebody dies at the end are published as 

women's fiction rather than romance.   
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Notable writers of humorous contemporary romance include Susan 

Elizabeth Phillips, Elizabeth Bevarly, Jennifer Crusie, and Rachel Gibson. 

For a more serious read, turn to Paula Detmer Riggs, Theresa Weir, 

Kathleen Eagle, or Ruth Wind. For more suggestions, check out the 

Romantic Suspense listings.   

Category Romances   

Category romances (also known as series romances) are a special type all 

their own. These are the books put out in monthly 'lines,' such as Silhouette 

Special Edition and Harlequin American Romances. The major publishers 

are Harlequin and Silhouette, although some other publishers have 

dabbled in this field. All but one of the lines are contemporary. Category 

romances are shorter than the typical contemporary romance. Like other 

types of romances, they can be dramatic, humorous, sexy, or mysterious. 

Before submitting to one of the lines, you must read their guidelines and 

read the books within that line. Many writers start out writing category 

romance and go on to longer 'single-title' romances. (A single-title book is a 

romance that is not part of a series.)   

Authors who have gone on from category romances to bestsellerdom 

include Nora Roberts, Linda Howard, and Elizabeth Lowell. Other notable 

authors in this field include Suzanne Brockmann, Jan Freed, Margot Early, 

Ruth Wind, Eileen Wilks, Ruth Wind, Virginia Kantra, Rachel Lee, Marilyn 

Pappano, and LoriFoster.    
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Futuristic, Fantasy, and Paranormal 

Some romances don't take place in the real world -- they take place on 

other planets or in imaginary lands, or they involve creatures such as 

vampires, werewolves, genies, ghosts, and pixies. The tone can range from 

dark and gloomy to whimsical, even fluffy. Be aware that the worldbuilding 

and science fiction elements usually aren't as strong as in typical science 

fiction or fantasy -- the romance always comes first. Books in these 

subgenre are generally hard to sell to traditional publishers, although J.D. 

Robb (actually Nora Roberts) and Dara Joy do well. However, some e-

publishers specialize in these books.    

Notable writers of futuristic and fantasy romance include J.D. Robb, Dara 

Joy, Susan Kyle, Susan Grant, Justine Dare, and Amanda Glass. Notable 

writers of paranormal romance include Susan Krinard, Maggie Shayne, 

Jillian Hunter, Christine Feehan, and Christina Skye.   

Time Travel Romance   

Like futuristic, fantasy, and paranormal romances, time travel romances 

take place one step beyond the 'real' world. Unlike those other stories, 

however, time travel romances are more likely to be popular with the typical 

romance reader. Readers who would hold up garlic every time they see a 

vampire romance might still enjoy time travel romances. Maybe it's 

because so many readers have the fantasy of traveling back to a more 

romantic age. That might explain why it's most often the heroine who goes 

back in time.   
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The most notable author of time travel romances is Diana Gabaldon, 

though to be fair, she doesn't think of herself as a romance writer. Another 

best-seller in this field was A Knight in Shining Armor by Jude Deveraux. 

Other writers in this subgenre include Constance O'Day-Flannery, Lynn 

Kurland, and Sandra Hill.   

Gothic Romance   

This is a genre that you don't see much of today unless you spend a lot of 

time in used book stores. That's not to say Gothic romances aren't being 

published, but they're often published as romantic suspense instead. The 

typical Gothic romance combines moody atmosphere and suspense with a 

brooding hero and a heroine who is unsure of whether she can trust the 

hero. For example, the heroine might wonder if the rumors about the hero 

killing his first wife are true. In some Gothics, the heroine had to decide 

between two men -- often a fair, charming man and a dark, brooding one. 

Of course, the charming man turned out to be the psychopathic killer, and 

the brooding man saved her.   

Popular authors of the past have included Victoria Holt, Phyllis Whitney, 

and Mary Stewart. Today, writers such as Barbara Michaels, Megan 

McKinney, Kay Hooper, and Theresa Weir still write with a Gothic touch.   

Romantic Suspense   

Romantic suspense is a cousin of the Gothic romance. Today, the 

windswept moors and spooky houses are out of favor. Most romantic 

suspense novels explore plots involving drug dealers, serial killers, 
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smugglers, and the like. While most of these books are serious, there is a 

growing trend in humorous romantic suspense novels. Almost all romantic 

suspense novels are contemporaries, although some authors (such as 

Elizabeth Thornton and Amanda Quick) have written historical novels with 

romantic suspense subplots. Many writers have used romantic suspense 

as a bridge from romance novels to mainstream bestsellerdom.    

Popular writers of romantic suspense include Catherine Coulter, Linda 

Howard, Sandra Brown, Jayne Ann Krentz, Susan Andersen, Tami Hoag, 

Iris Johansen… The list goes on and on. Like I said, it's a popular 

category.   

If you're interested in writing a particular type of romance, be sure to read a 

wide variety of books in that subgenres. You don't want to tread over 

ground that has been covered before -- unless you can cover that ground 

with new growth.   
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Science Fiction: 
It's Magic, Jim,  

But Not As We Know It. 
By Bob Billing 
SF Moderator  

©2001, Bob Billing  
 

 
The difference between Fantasy and science fiction has been defined as 

"Can you get there from here?" Science fiction is supposed to confine itself 

strictly to real possibilities, things that could happen if the right discoveries 

were made. Fantasy, on the other hand, is allowed to play with spells and 

elves and get involved with things that couldn't happen in our world.  

 

But is the distinction really that clear? Might both kinds of speculative fiction 

be trying to do the same thing in different ways? And might the same 

disciplines apply to the authors of both?  

 

In both cases the author faces one important constraint - what the reader 

will take on board. What authors are trying to do is invite the reader to play 

the game, to suspend disbelief and join in with the story. And that means 

being believable rather than being right. It's at this point that the roads 

diverge. The SF author will point out that they've put a lot of effort into 

getting the physics, chemistry and biology correct, and that after all that 

work they jolly well ought to be believed. The fantasy author will reply that 

they've poured heart and soul into describing the most terrifying dragon 
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ever; the other details don't matter and the author's craft is what carries the 

reader along.  

 

I'm going to disagree with both camps.  

 

To my mind, the thing which most helps the reader suspend disbelief is 

consistency, both internal and external. Internal consistency is easy 

enough to achieve - the imagined objects simply have to behave in more or 

less the same way all the time. External consistency is a little more difficult: 

somehow we have to make the imagined world fit in with what the reader 

knows is possible.  

 

So how does an author set about making a world in which magic works and 

dragons lurking around every corner seems possible?  

 

The answer is that, however we build the imagined world, we still have to 

carry a lot of baggage with us from what we call reality. We need air and 

water, food to eat and ground to walk on. And these things will be more or 

less the same in the imagined world. But when we get to the imagined 

world and open our suitcases, we find we've brought a lot of things we 

never intended to pack. For a start, the laws of physics can't change that 

much if we are to recognise the other world at all. If a dragon is going to 

share our world, breathe the same air and feel the same gravity, it must 

wear a body which is at least similar to some of the animals we know.  
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In that case, how can magic happen at all? Where can we find a crack in 

the mundane world into which we can squeeze the fabulous?  

 

We can change the laws a physics just a little bit if we want. There is some 

room for the yet undiscovered force or effect, something inanimate but 

powerful. Call it magic and you have fantasy; call the same thing 

hyperspace and it's SF. But in either case it's just a force: it can be 

controlled or get out of control, it can be used for good or evil and it can be 

bought and sold. But it won't respond to being talked to.  Words of power 

have no power over it. It has no motives, it doesn't want anything, and 

there's nothing that frightens it.  

 

An alternative approach is to give some part of the universe intelligence. If 

it's the spirit of a tree, it's fantasy; if it's aliens who live in a wormhole, it's 

SF. Now the rules are different. An intelligence can be talked to, prayed to, 

cajoled and threatened. But at the same time it has its own agenda - an 

intelligence wants some things and is frightened of others. And it might not 

be telling the truth. A really clever intelligence might pretend to be a force 

for its own reasons.  

 

Let's say that in the depths of a trackless forest there grows an ancient oak 

tree. A wandering child comes upon it and tries an old spell that has been 

passed down in his family. He walks three times around the tree reciting 

"Fruitbat, Wombat, Dingbat!" And as if by magic a crack opens in the tree. 

The child steps inside and finds something nice, say a block of chocolate. A 
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week later he's told his friends that the spell works every time and they all 

crowd in.  

 

The tree snaps shut and digests them at its leisure. The words of power 

don't make the tree do anything - the tree chooses when it will open up and 

give chocolate, and it's playing a game with its prey.  

 

A third approach is to give a few of the characters godlike powers. In a 

sense they can cheat, they can step out of the universe for a few seconds, 

fiddle with the settings and step back in. Once again they have their own 

intentions - they have things they want to achieve with their powers.  

 

Magic isn't the only thing that's magical. There are a lot of things in what we 

call reality that are very wonderful. A scientific education does nothing to 

diminish that sense of wonder; in fact it adds to the list of wonderful things 

in the world. Look up on a starry night at the thousands of points of light 

that fill the sky. It's beautiful; it's awe-inspiring. But if you know a little 

astronomy, it comes alive. You can feel the perfect step-dance of the 

planets across the sky. That faint band becomes a majestic spiral arm of 

the galaxy, curving through thousands of light years of space from the cold, 

from empty rim to the heat and jostle of the core.  

 

This is where the two divergent roads meet again. The purpose of both 

fantasy and SF is not only to entertain, but to take the reader by the hand 

and lead them into strange and marvelous places. And in those places 

something wonderful can happen. Stripped of the comforting illusion we call 
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reality, we can discover our true selves. It doesn't matter how the author 

does it, or what mechanism is used to escape the mundane - the fact of 

escape is what matters. The reader who rides on the shoulder of a space 

pilot travelling the galaxy and the reader sharing a knight's horse as he 

follows a quest though Elfland participate in the same experience. For both, 

the layers of social convention fall away, and the stark realities of good and 

evil, honour and courage, truth and falsehood break through. The more 

unreal the setting, the more real the situation becomes.  

 

That's why I'm not sure the distinction between fantasy and SF is as well-

defined as we think. Both, in their separate ways, achieve the same ends of 

breaking free from the reader's preconceptions and asking deeper 

questions.  

 

Of course, there is always another way of writing speculative fiction. What if 

the technology of virtual reality became so good that it could be mistaken 

for real life? Someone with access to the controlling computers could work 

miracles under those conditions. And what if someone found abandoned 

alien technology so different from ours that its effects appeared magical?  

 

That's another story. And I've started writing it. 
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Stage and Screen: 

Theater, Out of the Box  
and Into the Magic 

By Robin Catesby 
Stage & Screen Moderator  

©2001, Robin Catesby  
 

 

The stage is a magical playground, yet very few new playwrights take 

advantage of it.  Raised on television, or perhaps on revivals of You Can’t 

Take it With You and The Odd Couple, they tie themselves to linear 

structure, to realistic sets, to character types we recognize from every 

second-rate TV sit-com.  Where’s the magic?  It’s there, waiting to be used.  

The magic of language, the magic of vision, the magic of unconventional 

story telling -- all of it waiting to be tapped.     

I served on the board of a playwriting organization for a number of years, 

and during my involvement in workshops, readings and script competitions 

I began to notice an odd similarity between the dozens and dozens of 

scripts that passed through my hands.  Mother - daughter relationship 

plays, Father - son reunion plays, strangers trying to fit into a small town, 

university couples meeting on a weekend and threatening affairs.   All 

domestic or “kitchen sink” dramas, almost all of them lacking in magic.   

Granted the “write what you know” principle is pounded into young writers 

with alarming intensity, but there must be more to theater than 
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dysfunctional families and caustic couples.  Especially when the beginning 

playwright clearly lacks the verbal pyrotechnics of either a Sam Shepard or 

an Edward Albee.   

A friend of mine served as a script judge for last year’s Writer’s Digest 

competition and had a similar experience.  How refreshing it was, he told 

me, to find something out of the ordinary.  Something that didn’t take place 

in a kitchen or a living room and involve a woman searching to find herself, 

a daughter searching to break free, a son striving to please his estranged 

father.  Yes, all of these domestic scenarios can lead to fine theater, but 

only if they are tackled with courage, a high degree of skill, and most of all, 

innovation.    

For my own work, I’ve a manifesto of sorts.  The short version: No Kitchen 

Sinks.  I am never satisfied to stay within the box.  I’ve traveled to 

dreamlands where garden vegetables talk, I’ve written in whimsical rhyme, 

I’ve deconstructed Shakespearean history.  Ghosts and alchemy abound, 

and I’m happy to know that none of my scripts would ever make a decent 

TV show.  They shouldn’t.   

Go on, try it.  Step out of the box.   

Don’t be frightened by poetry; don’t run from a whimsy with words.  The 

rough beauty of Arthur Miller’s working-class blokes in A View From the 

Bridge is not realism, not the dialogue of TV land.  It’s heightened, 

compressed, wrenched from the characters’ guts.  Read the playwrights 

who embrace language -- Tom Stoppard, Peter Shaffer, David Mamet, to 
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just scratch the surface -- then find your own eloquence, your own rhythms, 

pauses, explosions of heart and soul.   

Forget the unities of time and space.  If you’ve got a unity of theme, you 

don’t need ‘em.   Tell your story out of order.  Tell it simultaneously in three 

locations thousands of miles (or years) apart.  Tell it with interludes of 

shoop-shoop songs sung by a Greek chorus.  Float through your 

protagonist’s memories in the order they come to her, not in the order they 

occurred.     

Explore the world of theatrical magic-- learn about lighting effects, scrims, 

rear projections, all the nifty tricks that exist in the world of technical 

theater.  Take a tech class at a local community college.  If you want to 

write for the stage, you need to know the tools of the trade.    

Now, theatrical magic of the technical kind can sometimes go a bit too far.  

This is the real world after all, not Hollywood, and theater companies do 

have horrifically tight budgets.  I once read an adaptation of Ramona 

Quimby that included a snow machine, falling leaves, and a sequence 

where in a dozen “reflections” of Ramona stepped out from a row of mirrors 

and danced ballet across the stage.  Beautiful to imagine, but a royal pain 

to produce.  The script only gets produced at large companies who can 

afford that much magic  (and that many little Ramona clones!).   But this 

doesn’t mean you can’t explore the magic of theater when writing for a 

smaller company.  Theatrical magic can happen with a flash of unexpected 

costume, a cascade of light and color, a magnificence of sound.  It can 

happen on a bare stage with no effects at all.   
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Don’t be afraid to explore the unconventional, but remember always that 

you are still telling a story.  You can tell it backwards as Harold Pinter did in 

Betrayal, you can add that Greek Chorus of shoop-shoop songs as Paula 

Vogel did in How I Learned to Drive, but never let the magic destroy your 

story.   If you are changing the structure -- tackling the story in a non-linear 

fashion -- remember that the structure should either reflect the theme, ask 

the story question, or amplify the audience’s attachment to the protagonist. 

Peter Shaffer’s Amadeus unfolds as a confession -- Salieri, the patron saint 

of mediocrity, revealing all.  He is our window into the world of genius, and 

the story would otherwise lack the depth and pathos this unconventional 

structure brings to it.   Terra Nova by Ted Tally slips in and out of dreams 

and visions, not because the playwright thought it was a neat theatrical 

trick, but because the play’s main characters are dying on the Antarctic ice, 

hallucinating, grasping onto dreams to fend off reality.   

For the larger non theater-going audience, look no further than the recent 

wave of neo-noir films including The Usual Suspects, The Limey and 

Memento.   The unconventional methods of storytelling in each film are 

there for a reason.  They serve a purpose that’s integral to the plot and to 

the inner-workings of the lead character.  Unconventional structure should 

not be layered on top as a gimmick.  It’s part of the meat of the piece, not 

just dessert to impress the critics.   

Theater is all about words (so they say), but words are only one of the tools 

at your disposal.  Make some magic not only with your poetry, but with 

images and with the very core of your story.  Elevate it beyond the sit-com 
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inspired domestic dramas that fill the in-boxes of small theater companies 

across the country.  Write your own manifesto of magic. 
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Suspense and Mystery: 
The Diversity of Mystery 

By Shane P. Carr 
Suspense and Mystery Moderator  

©2001, Shane P. Carr  
 

Over the past month I thought long and hard about what mystery topic I 

could cover for this issue. As I pored over various books and novels, it 

occurred to me that the 'genre’ of mystery and suspense is a very diverse 

one.  

When most readers and writers consider the mystery and suspense genre, 

Agatha Christie, Patricia Cornwell, or Lawrence Block come to mind. Yet 

this is only the tip of the iceberg.  If we look closely at just about every 

piece of fiction we read, we can find mystery and suspense. It is something 

that can be found in every time period, on every SF world, and in every 

character’s life.  

Let’s take a look at George Lucas’s original "Star Wars" trilogy. Most will 

quickly define it as science fiction or space opera, yet we are confronted 

with the mystery of who Luke Skywalker’s father is, and what actually 

happened to him. This mystery not only adds suspense to the story, but it 

gives us a plot point that is crucial throughout the original trilogy, and 

became the entire basis for the next episode one movie. Now granted it 

was by no means a complex, mind-bending mystery, but it was a mystery, 

nonetheless. 
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If we look into many of our favorite stories, we can usually find some form 

of mystery. One theme found in many fantasy stories is "The Power Behind 

the Throne," which adds a dimension of political suspense and intrigue. 

Even in classic mythology we can find underlining mystery. In the King 

Arthur mythos, we have mysteries involving adultery, the true motives of 

Merlin, the mystery of who "The Lady of Lake" is.  

Holly Lisle did an excellent job of adding mystery to her "Secret Text" 

trilogy. We were given the mystery of "The Mirror of Souls." Who made it 

and why? What were the motivations of the Dragons? How did the 

"Scarred" come to be?  Each of these questions is a mystery to the reader, 

and the answers are revealed at a suspense-building pace that enhances 

Holly’s story and adds a lot of depth to the history of the world she created. 

Mystery overall is flawed by being forced into "genre" classification. We 

have seen how mystery shows its influence in many diverse stories. The 

next time you are in your local bookstore, look for the various forms of 

mystery. It can be an obvious source, like the latest Robert B. Parker 

Spencer novel, or an epic fantasy like George R. R. Martin’s "Sword of Fire 

and Ice" series. As a writer, look at your current work in progress. Think 

about how a bit of mystery would enhance the story  and add a twist to your 

plot. You’ll find that it adds a great deal of depth and suspense to your 

story. 
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Young Adult and Children: 

The Final Frontiers 

by Justin Stanchfield 
SF and Children's-Young Adult Fiction Moderator 

©2001, Justin Stanchfield 
 

 

Once upon a time...  

It used to be easy to know what you could, and couldn't, put in a children's 

book. The rules were simple. No one swore. Violence was fine as long as it 

happened to nameless spear-bearers, and sex was something better left 

unmentioned. Certain subjects were off-limits, period, and whether you 

were writing short fiction or novel length, to cross the lines meant a no-sale. 

Furthermore, the division between children's literature and ‘real' literature 

was distinct. Young Adult novels, as we understand the term, weren't even 

considered a separate genre until a few decades ago. After all, by the time 

children were ready to face life's tough questions, it was assumed, they 

would have long ago moved out of children's books and into more 

meaningful adult fare.  

Times have changed.  

Today, most subjects have, at one point or another, been tackled 

successfully in kid's books. Beginning in the late1960's and 70's, authors 

began pushing the envelope, changing forever the landscape of children's 

lit. Sex, violence, drugs and alcohol abuse--in fact, nearly any social ill 
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imaginable--have been the subject of at least one teen novel. 

Unfortunately, for the writer struggling with her own work in progress, 

wondering what subjects to broach or to avoid, this wide latitude, rather 

than offering freedom, merely complicates the issue. How far can a story 

stray into the darker side of human nature and still be a viable children's 

topic?  

Are there any taboos left?  

"I'm not sure there are any taboos in YA books any more," says Annette 

Curtis Klause, author of novels like Alien Secrets and her current Blood and 

Chocolate, an acclaimed young adult werewolf novel. "--it's a matter of 

presentation." She goes on to add, "Sex and violence are okay but not 

gratuitous sex and violence. There has to be a reason for the action that 

comes naturally out of the situation and the story could not be told 

adequately in any other way.  When the censor dogs come a-growling, 

there should be the meat of an argument to throw down before them.  

"And one is still not allowed to dwell too much on the graphic details, 

although it's amazing how much one can suggest with the right words.  I'm 

amused by all the people who come up and tell me how surprised they 

were to find all that sex in Blood and Chocolate.  I suggest they read it 

again.  It's all hot, steamy language and no actual penetration.  Perhaps 

violence with perverse sexual overtones is the last bastion considering 

what I was asked to remove from The Silver Kiss.  But that was over ten 

years ago, and look at Tenderness (Robert Cormier, bless him)--perverse 

sex and morally ambiguous main characters.  
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"I think," Klause continues, "there are editors who are dying to break 

boundaries and get a name as advocates of the 'cutting edge,' but the 

writer has to present the materials in the right way. It's hard for me to say 

what the right way is, however.  It helps to be 'literary' I'm sure, whatever 

the hell that means.  (Use poetic language and lots of long words that 

nobody understands so they don't realize they are rude?)"  

Cathy Atkins, author of When Jeff Comes Home, a young adult novel that 

touches on more than one difficult subject, agrees. "I think the view on 

'taboos' is all over the map.  Life is Funny, by E.R. Frank, which came out 

last year, doesn't hold back on anything. Graphic language, the most 

graphic sex scenes I've seen in a YA.  I thought The Beet Fields, by Gary 

Paulsen, was remarkable for its honesty in its sex scenes, violence, and 

language."  

"I've also read two YA's from last year on controversial issues where the 

authors seemed to be holding back. In my opinion, this lessened the impact 

of both stories.  But I don't know if the cautiousness was the editors' call or 

the authors'."  

About her own novels, Cathy recalls, "One prominent editor told me that 

while it is fine to depict sexually abused females in young adult literature, 

sexually abused males are taboo.  She told me this after When Jeff Comes 

Home had already been published.  She also said neither girls nor boys 

would want to read about a sexually abused male. Other editors, while 

When Jeff Comes Home was making the rounds, made a point of saying 

the subject matter was not a turnoff for them. Some, though, who are open 
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to just about anything, may have personal buttons on topics they don't want 

explored."  

One caveat, however, is offered by Delacourte Prize winner Amanda 

Jenkins. "The only subjects that aren't acceptable are those that don't move 

the story or develop characterization in a particular book. Editors and 

authors have to decide what's okay and what isn't is on a case-by-case 

basis, so that one book may be published in all its necrophiliac incestuous 

serial killer glory, while another may get a kissing scene cut in the editing 

stages." She continues, "I tend to think this is good for YA, because it 

keeps us writing tight. It seems adult fiction is allowed to go off on long 

tangents, especially about sex (perhaps about gore, too?); tangents that 

don't move the plot along or inform the reader. I call that sloppy writing."  

But what about genre specific topics? While ‘edgy' subjects are permitted, 

even encouraged in mainstream young adult novels, are they as easily 

accepted in kid's fantasy and science fiction? Linda Joy Singleton, whose 

twenty-plus novels include the widely popular Regeneration series as well 

as the My Sister the Ghost books, has this to say:  

"There really isn't a separate SF/F genre for juvenile books, except related 

to specific author names like J.K. Rowling and Tamora Pierce. But overall I 

would say that I seldom see sexual/abusive scenes in this type of book, as 

the main goal of SF/F books is escapism, not dealing with gritty reality. Or 

sometimes reality will be masked in different languages and customs of 

another world.  
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"At the high end of YA novels," she continues, "I'm amazed at the language 

allowed, whether by the main character or the protagonist.  It depends on 

the editor and the marketing. If a book has too much bad language it will 

probably not sell to the school book club market and libraries may put them 

in the adult section rather than YA. As for midgrade, it's rare to see bad 

language, and using it could be risky for reviews and sales.  

"Unfortunately," Singleton adds, "violence is too acceptable. An editor 

might cross out a d*mn or sh*it, but leave in a blood and guts scene. 

Overall I would caution using bad language or graphic situations except 

where important to the integrity of the book. I applaud authors who come 

up with inventive ways of swearing or can allude to violence without 

describing every blood drop and sword slice."  

Good advice.  

A parting thought. You can't please everyone. Sooner or later you will write 

something that offends someone. This is not meant to discourage you from 

writing what's in your heart. Far from it. Write the story that you need to 

write, and worry about the rest later. But keep in mind, the writer's path is 

never so lonely as when you are blazing trails.  
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Young Writer's Scene: 

Changes 

By Beth Adele Long 

©2001, Beth Adele Long  

 

Editor's note: Beth posted this on the Forward Motion Board, 

and it seemed appropriate that we mark the change here, as 

well.  Vicki McElfresh, who has written several articles for 

Vision,  and has already stepped ably into Beth's position on 

the Forward Motion site. 

Beth is already at Clarion, and we look forward to her coming 

back soon.  Her help is invaluable in putting this ezine 

together.  And besides, she's promised an article... 

 
 
From Beth: 

As many of you know, I'm getting ready to go to the six-week Clarion 

Writers' Workshop (in just two weeks -- eek!). I'm excited about how my 

writing has been developing recently, except for one thing: I haven't been 

doing enough of it. For several weeks now I've been thinking about how to 

change that, and I've decided that I need to simplify. Drastically. That's 

meant making some tough decisions about what I will and won't do. 

 

I've been the Young Writers' moderator for just about a year now. It's been 
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fun, exciting, and tremendously rewarding. This is a great group; you guys 

are sharp and enthusiastic, and I've loved working with you. But a woman's 

gotta do what a woman's gotta do, and it's time for me to step aside. 

 

As sad as I am to be taking of my moderator's hat, I am excited that Vicki 

McElfresh has agreed to step in as the new Young Writers' Moderator. 

Vicki has been with the community since the start, and I've always had the 

highest opinion of her. Rainsong, who has been my very capable co-

moderator since the YWS started, will be helping Vicki with the transition. 

 

I won't disappear entirely! I'll still be involved in the community, and I'll be 

popping in from time to time. I hope to stay in touch with many of you, and 

I'll follow your future careers with great interest. 
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Writing The Breakout Novel -  

A Preview Review 
By Robin Catesby  

©2001, Robin Catesby  
 

 

Usually it’s not a good idea to write a review of a book before you’ve read 

it.   Usually.  In this case, I’m going to make an exception.  Why?  Because 

Donald Maass’s book Writing The Breakout Novel (Writers Digest Books; 

ISBN: 0898799953) is not due in stores until after this month’s deadline but 

I know already what I want to say about it.  Three words, first off: Buy this 

book!   

Now for the details: Back in April, I had the great fortune to attend a 

weekend writing conference run by Oregon Writers Colony - a terrific local 

organization that sponsors superb workshops from such excellent teachers 

as James N. Frey, Bruce Holland Rogers and Rita Gallagher.  For our 

spring conference, OWC brought out New York literary agent Donald 

Maass.  

Maass is not only a fine agent (his clients include Anne Perry, Nalo 

Hopkinson and James Patterson), he is also the author of 17 novels, of the 
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excellent book The Career Novelist (Heinemann, ISBN: 0435086936) and 

he is currently the president of the AAR (Association of Authors 

Representatives.)  As we all learned that weekend, he is a superb and 

inspiring teacher to boot.    

What is a “breakout novel”?  Here’s what the publisher’s book description 

says:  “A breakout novel is one that rises out of its category -- such as 

literary fiction, mystery, romance, or thriller -- and hits the bestseller lists.”  

Often a breakout novel will come as a complete surprise.  Anne Perry had 

one of these.  She’d published a number of mystery novels over the years, 

then suddenly on her ninth, sales shot up.  Word of mouth kicked in and 

like magic, she had a breakout novel.   Was this by accident?  Some fluke 

in the publishing world?  Or was it something within the novel -- something 

Anne Perry had accomplished with this one that she’d never done before?   

“The stakes were higher than in any of her previous novels,” Maass told us.  

Action mattered in a larger sense.  She’d tackled something deeper.  She’d 

“enlarged her fiction and reaped the rewards.”   

How do you know if you’re on course for a breakout novel?  Here are a few 

things Maass says makes a breakout premise.  
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 Credibility -- what happens could happen to any of us.  We want to 

feel that a story could be real.   

  Inherent conflict -- a place or profession that has conflict already built 

into it.   

  Originality -- including a reversal of what we expect, a new angle on 

an old story, or a combination of two elements that normally would be 

in two different stories.   

  Last but certainly not least, gut emotional appeal.   

After our introductory session, we dove into the hands-on nitty gritty of it -- 

a series of exercises designed to make us explore our novels, to get us 

thinking about them on a deeper level.   We made lists of scene 

motivations and then flip-flopped them, writing from last motivation first; we 

defined and explored character qualities for our protagonists; we wrote 

moments of realization; and we found unexpected ways to weave our plots 

and subplots together.  In brief, we were all set on the path toward writing 

our own breakout novel.    
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As Maass told us at the workshop, the breakout novel is not necessarily a 

one-time career event, but a way of looking at fiction: delve deeper, think 

harder, revise more.  Say no to merely being good enough to be published. 

Commit to quality.   

The commitment to quality was clear throughout the workshop.  It’s what 

makes Maass such an excellent and sought-after agent  (and so hard to 

land!).  I’ve no doubt that if Writing The Breakout Novel is anything like this 

superb workshop, inspired and energized novelists will soon be breaking 

out all over.  

 
Table of Contents 
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Modern Magic in Books:  

A short overview of Modern Magic novels 
By Cindy M. Clark  

©2001, Cindy M. Clark  

 
 

 

Editor's note:  This is a short list of novels that deal 

with magic in the 'real' world, a subgenre that is 

often referred to as Urban Fantasy.  If you are 

considering writing this type story, this list will give 

you a starting point to study some of the best selling 

material of this type. 

 
 

Like all writers, I  tend to read a lot. For this article I decided to go through 

the books I’ve read and find ones that relate to modern magic. If you are 

interested in writing in this subgenre,  these books might  spark your 

imagination with modern magic ideas for your own material.  

The first author up is L. J. Smith, or Lisa Jane Smith. Almost of all her 

novels revolve around modern magic, but I'll only discuss two. Dark Visions 

is about a girl who is elected to be part of a teenage group. They all soon 

find out that they have psychic abilities, which is in its own way, magic. I 
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on’t give away the plots for all three books; however, I found these three 

books fast-paced, easy to read and enjoyable.   

L. J. Smith's other series, Secret Circle, starts with another teenage girl 

who, with her mother, suddenly moves away from her familiar settings. At 

the new school she becomes involved in a club, and soon learns that it 

centers on magic and witchcraft.  Like the other series, the three books are 

fast-paced and keep you interested until the last page.   

I think it’s a safe bet to say that nearly everyone who reads fantasy has 

read some of Mercedes Lackey’s books. The books that deal most with 

modern magic are her Serrated Edge ones. These books feature elves who 

drive racecars that are really elven steeds, and humans who are tangled up 

with them in mysterious ways. Each book features different characters and 

the different evils they have to overcome. Larry Dixon, Mark Shepherd, 

Rosemary Edghill, and even Holly Lisle have coauthored Serrated Edge 

books.  

Mercedes' other modern magic series is the Diana Tregarde Investigation 

trilogy.  These tell the story of a romance writer who is at the same time a 

powerful witch. The three books show her helping a policeman solve a 

mass murder, finding out how to stop psi-vampries, and helping a teenage 

boy find his own magic power. These are books you can’t put down until 

you’ve read the last paragraph.  

A lot of people have also read Terry Brooks' work. His Running With the 

Demon, A Knight of the Word, and Angel Fire East books all fit the category 

of modern magic. In the first book we find a girl who has a friend that is a 
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spirit from the forest. We also find a man who is a Knight of the Word and 

hunts evil. The Knight of the Word is shown dreams of what the world will 

become if he doesn’t help change things, and this is done using magic; and 

the young girl's parents also show the use of magic. These books were 

interesting: a change of pace from the normal fantasy books.  

I’m not sure if anyone has read Mark Anthony’s The Last Rune series. I 

wouldn’t have if I hadn’t run across the first two books at a discount store. 

The first one is about a man and a young woman doctor who are is taken 

from the modern realm and pushed into a medieval one. She soon finds out 

that she has magic and must learn how to use it, while the man also finds 

he has what is called rune magic. I have yet to read book three, but you 

can find more about his books at Mark Anthony's web page: 

www.thelastrune.com  

The last author I'll discuss is K. A. Applegate and her Everworld books. I 

just learned that the series is going to be twelve books long. This one starts 

out with a teenage girl being sucked into another world and her four friends 

following her. The four friends land in a world that is inhabited by all the old 

gods and other things that have been forced from Earth. The friends find 

themselves barely surviving, and their only hope is in their dreams where 

they find themselves back in their bodies that are still in Earth. This is an 

interesting series, each book is in first person with a different person telling 

the story.  

 

http://www.thelastrune.com/
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I hope everyone gets a chance to look at these books.  If you love tales of 

modern magic, these books are some of the best.  
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Ralen Conley's Webstravaganza 

by Justin Stanchfield  

©2001, Justin Stanchfield 
 

 

Okay, I'll admit it... I'm a market-ahololic. I actually enjoy perusing through 

the long lists of possible markets, studying the guidelines, wondering which 

editor to torment with my latest offering. Once upon a non-digital time this 

meant I would pick up my trusty, dog-eared copy of the Writer's Market and 

start thumbing. Today, while I still have a current (almost) copy of that 

venerable book, I'm far more likely to go searching through on-line market 

lists for the most current information about who and where to send a fiction 

submission. And, while there are many excellent spec-fiction lists 

maintained, some professionally, some done as labors of love by fellow 

writers, of all of them my personal favorite is Ralen Conley's 

Webstravaganza. http://www.ralan.com/  

While not as fast to load as some other market guides, such as Paula 

Fleming's Market List http://home.att.net/~p.fleming/Sfmarket.html  , nor as 

detailed as Spicy Green Iguana http://www.spicygreeniguana.com/  , it 

does offer a good compromise between speed and inclusiveness. And, 

best of all, it's 100% free to use.  

Maintained by Ralen Conley, himself a talented and much published 

author, the site is straight forward and easy to navigate. The front page 

includes navigation links to the various lists, site update information, links to 

Ralen's own works and bio, and of course, an animated greeting from Phil, 

http://www.ralan.com/
http://home.att.net/~p.fleming/Sfmarket.html
http://www.spicygreeniguana.com/
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the sites monstrous mascot. The lists themselves are divided, each on a 

separate page, into Pro (3 cents/word or more), Paying, 4-the-Luv (non-

paying), Humor, Novel and Anthology, Response Times and Writers Links. 

Both electronic and print magazines are included. Each page contains a 

scroll-down list with the markets arranged alphabetically, the titles linking to 

separate window in-depth guidelines, most of them taken verbatim from the 

magazines own sites or printed market listings.  Email and web-site URLs, 

when available, are also provided. Standard abbreviations are used 

throughout, easily understandable by anyone familiar with printed market 

lists, such as those found in Writer's Digest or the SFWA Bulletin.  

One of the nicest features about Ralen's Webstravaganza is its timeliness. 

The list is up-dated on a frequent schedule and as new information 

becomes available. I have actually seen updates within hours of new or 

changing info having been announced or discovered elsewhere on-line. 

Relying heavily on tips from other writers, who are unfailingly credited for 

their assistance, the site provides a wealth of fresh, updated and verified 

material.  

The bad news is that, for novelists, with the exception of numerous E-Book 

and chap-book publishers, few major publishing houses are included in the 

guidelines, although links to other on-line market lists are given. Agents, 

likewise, are not included, but links to agent-related sites are. General 

information, such as on-line dictionaries, writer's organizations, articles on 

craft and publishing, even software and song writer's markets are also to 

be found on the Writer's Links pages. There's even a link to Vision 

provided.  
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So, the next time you're in need of fast, up-to-the-minute guidelines for all 

your science fiction, fantasy and horror needs, don't forget to check out this 

wonderful site. One-stop shopping for all your spec-fiction market needs!  

http://www.ralan.com/  
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Crit Circle Classifieds Updated 

Jim Mills 

©2001, Jim Mills 
 

 
The Crit Circle Classifieds Board  is the place to look for crit circles seeking 

members, and for people looking to exchange crits. The Crit Circle Master 

Index is a list of all the crit circles on Holly's site, with details on where to 

find the circle, who moderates it, whether it's open and accepting new 

members, etc.    

 

(Forum: http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/70404 )  

 

There have been a few changes lately that I'd like to call to your attention.    

 

New Circle looking for members, or existing circles calling for members:    

Non-Fiction 

The Non-fiction Crit Circle in the Genre Fiction and Critiques area.  

Pirate's Den    
This crit circle is now open to sf and fantasy writers, with both novels and 

short stories accepted.  The circle is primarily for 'adventure' fantasy and 

'space opera' sf -- which means we stress character and adventure over 

science -- though that does not mean that science is ignored.   Contact 

Lazette Gifford (zette@hollylisle.com )    
 

 

http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/70404
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/message?forumid=70404&messageid=990341539
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/message?forumid=70404&messageid=990341539
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/70404
mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
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Changes to existing circles:    

Vicki McElfresh (Tayana) will be the new Young Writers' moderator and is 

taking over the Young Writers' boards.  

Young Writers' Scene Forum: http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/69004  

Young Writers I  
- Where: Young Writers' Scene  

- Status: open  

- Moderator: Vicki McElfresh (VickiM@HollyLisle.com )    

YWS Uncharted Territory Crit Circle 

 
Young Writers II  
- Where: Young Writers' Scene  

- Status: merged into Young Writers I    

YW Short Story Workshop   

Recent Crit Circle Classifieds:    
A place to get the kinks out of your love scene (hmm, that doesn't 
sound right...)    
Anne M. Marble 

HollyLisle.com Moderator  

Even if you're not a romance writer, you can still get help with romantic 

subplots, scenes, dialogue, etc. You can ask questions, post excerpts for 

critiques... whatever your heart desires.    For help with those inconvenient 

romances that crop up in your stories, go to The Mushy Parts Thread.  

 
 

 

http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/69004
mailto:VickiM@HollyLisle.com
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/message?forumid=69004&messageid=975509649
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/message?forumid=69004&messageid=970864849
http:/network54.com/Hide/Forum/message?forumid=69005&messageid=990278006
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Romance Crit Circles Are Looking for New Chapters  
Anne M. Marble  

HollyLisle.com Moderator    

Join one of the Romance Crit Circles, and post your work. If you're really 

shy, you don't have to join the circle, just post.   

We can't help you become a better writer if you don't post anything.    

 

The Romance Crit Circles can be found here:  

http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/69005  

 
 

And there are at least ten messages in the last few months from people 

requesting crits.  Please help them out.  Posters: once you have enough 

crits, please let me know (just leave a "please delete" message as a reply 

to your post) and I'll delete your crit request posting for you.  I hope that this 

has been of help.  Please remember to check the Crit Circle Classifieds 

board often for any updates, people seeking to exchange crits, etc.  

 -- Jim@HollyLisle.com 
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From the Boards 

 

The community shows over a thousand members now  

May 15 2001 at 5:45 PM  

Holly Lisle    

Obviously not a thousand active members. I'm guessing we have a whole 

lot of lurkers who aren't ready to post yet, and I'm sure we have some folks 

who try the community and then move on, leaving their membership still 

open behind them.    

But we've definitely grown.     
 

New Board! 

Holly set up the gaming section  April 7th, with both a public and a private 

board. The public board is for general questions about writing RPG 

material, such as adventure plotting, some rules discussion, and world 

building.  

 

The private board is reserved for copyrightable works that are already in 

progress. For instance, Jennifer Brinn is working on a FUDGE Deryni game 

for Grey Ghost Games, and Christian Stiles, the new Gaming Moderator, 

is  working on a solicited D20 adventure for a company called Atlas 

Games, and a project for her own company, Bizzaro Games, called 

SpirosBlaak. 

The private board will be limited in membership to about 20-25 people. 

For more information contact Christina at Christina@Hollylisle.com 

mailto:Christina@Hollylisle.com
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Who are we? 

Members of the Forward Motion Writer's Community now have a  page 

listing their home pages.  Check it out here: 

http://www.lazette.net/FMwebs/fmwebs.htm  
 

One Year Anniversary at HollyLisle.com   

(this text is by Holly, taken from 

http://www.HollyLisle.com)   

The new site has been here for a year, and 

with it the writers' community and the 

discussion boards. (Writing articles and 

sample chapters came over from the old SFF-

net site.)    

 

Help us celebrate the site's one-year anniversary on the Writers' Forum.   

Here are some excerpts, reprinted here 'cause they're such fun:   

You're certainly a writer if . . .  

-----------------------------   

Holly Lisle   
You can think of a response to this . . . <g>   

 

Evil_Corporate_Bookseller   
 

...you've mentally "ended" every movie or TV show...   

 

http://www.lazette.net/FMwebs/fmwebs.htm
http://www.hollylisle.com/
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you've ever watched less than 15 minutes into it, because you 

know what the main character would really have done in that 

situation, and that action would have irrevocably prevented the 

rest of the story from ever taking place.   

 

Jennifer St.Clair Bush    
 

...you're in a car accident and write down everyone's reactions -

- for research. 

 

...you feel naked when you find you've left the house without 

paper and pencil/computer/palm/insert yours here. 

 

...you've considered getting a part-time job in retail just to make 

your characters more believable. 

 

...you can write 100 words about anything and make it sound 

interesting. 

 

Venus    
...if you refer to Mulder's long-winded speeches in the X-Files 

as an "infodump." 

 

...if you've ever written something down on a paper napkin 

because you couldn't let yourself forget it. 
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...if you've ever written a short story on an order pad, because it 

was slow at work. 

 

...if you've ever blown off a rocking good party with free booze 

and music because you were in the middle of a crucial scene. 

 

...if you find yourself playing Tetris for long periods of time while 

trying to figure out what's at the bottom of a bottomless pit, and 

how does one climb out? 

 

...if you've ever found ink on your pillow, because you fell 

asleep while writing in bed. 

 

...if you're reading this, because you're avoiding writing. 

 

 

Bob Billing  
You sit outside on a starry night, point to the brighter stars one 

by one, and explain which bits of the plot of your latest novel 

happen on a planet orbiting each. 

 

You're in a restaurant. A couple sit down at the next table and 

they look so much like two of your characters that you begin to 

say "When you're at the spaceport don't leave the departure 

lounge. That's what gets you shot three chapters later." 
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Someone starts telling you a conspiracy theory and before 

they've finished you've turned it into a novel plot. 

 

You're half way through a TV show, you rattle off a list of what 

all the remaining scenes are going to be and offer to take bets. 

Nobody who knows you will take you on. 

 

Lynn Baxter-Zimmerle    
...you sit... 

 

...and eavesdrop on people's conversations just to get 

personalities for your current story. 

 

...in class talking to your students, and one of them gives you 

an idea on how to fix a story. 

 

...at your father's funeral and take mental notes on how different 

people react during the ceremony and compare the reactions to 

the whole rite of passage process as described by Victor 

Turner's Liminal Period theory while simultaneously wanting to 

strangle the preacher and hug your brother.  

 

...in one place going through hell, and all you can think about is 

what X character would do in this situation. 
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David Stone  
 

...you remember events and 'tell' them to yourself in story form. 

 

...the scene in your mind is more interesting than the scenery 

you're standing in. 

 

...you see an ordinary, boring object and think of a fascinating 

story about it. 

 

...you write four sentences when one would do!  

 

Allikat  
 Your mental checklist when making sure you have everything 

you need in your backpack before coming home from school 

consists of your writing notebook, pencil, and current reading 

material, and you completely forget about the book that you 

need to write that essay that's due tomorrow. 

 

Caroline   
 

... you rewrite your philosophy thesis to make a story out of it. 

 

... you swear you're gonna work today and not write a single 

page, and then you do the "first line Monday," just for fun, and 
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then you can't help but write a 20 page short story from this first 

line, and then you swear that tomorrow, you're gonna work. 
 
Gary  

someone asks how your day has been, and you tell them that 

you just escaped from a burning space shuttle, routed an army 

of tiny dogmen, and rescued a dragon from a princess. 
 
Zephrene  

 ... if your roommates know your characters almost as well as 

they know you.  

 

... if you stop a conversation midstream to gush over a great 

word or turn of phrase. 

 

... if every party or workday is interrupted at least once by - 

"Hold on a sec, I have to write that down." 

 

Jenny Shafer  
...you read a foreign name in the paper and think it seems oddly 

familiar, and eventually realize it's the name of one of your old 

characters. 

 

...you use words you've made up for stories in everyday 

speech. 
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...you start diagnosing your psychological problems by the 

themes that come up in your stories.  
 
Justin Stanchfield  
 

You're a writer if everyone you know, whether lifelong friends or 

someone you just met, is giving you story ideas they are just 

sure you need to write!    
 
Valerie    

Or if everyone you know asks whether they're in the story, or if 

you could add them to the story, or their pet, or their sister... 
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Good News  

From Forward Motion 
 
 

There's been odd news on the site for this issue.  Among things, Moderator 

Sarah Jane Elliot's picture appeared in the current issue of Asimovs, while 

Moderator Justin Stanchfield's letter to the editor appeared in Analog the 

same month.  

 
 

Holly Lisle's Sympathy for the Devil is now a Free download from Baen -- 

http://www.baen.com/library/   Here's your chance to read  a great, fun 

book!  Holly also announced that  DIPLOMACY OF WOLVES has gone 

back for a 4th printing and  COURAGE OF FALCONS has run out of stock 

in trade paperback, but it will be in print in mass market by the first of 

August, so people won't have too long to wait.    

 
 

Moderator Jennifer St. Clair Bush received her author's copy of the 

anthology Enchanted Realms, edited by James Richey  

ISBN: 1-4010-1422-4 

 
 

http://www.baen.com/library/
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Moderator Justin Stanchfield  won "Hidden Intentions" contest at 

Shadowkeep.  Also the Maiden, Mother, Crone Anthology with his story 

"Winter's Touch" is still  a go. ( Abby the Troll is shutting down their E-book 

publishing ) Looks like Silver Lake Publishing is going to offer it as a CD, 

download and PoD trade paperback.  
 

 Moderator Ron Brown  placed a story with Futures that should be 

appearing in October. 

 
 

New Gaming Moderator  Christina Stiles has I freelanced 4 monster 

descriptions for a roleplaying game supplement entitled, Liber Beastarius, 

by Eden Studios. The book should be  released in this fall or winter. 

Additionally, she will be editing a book of non-player characters for Atlas 

Games that will be released in 2002.   

 
 
  

The soundtrack CD for Robin Catesby's world 

premiere production of The Velveteen Rabbit is 

now available at MAH Records, the record 

company of composer Michael Allen Harrison.  

 

 (http://www.mahrecords.com/new_items.htm).  

The new musical adaptation played Dec 21 

http://www.mahrecords.com/new_items.htm
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through 24 in Portland Oregon.  For more information about the 

production, the script and the music (including the original cast recording 

CD), visit www.velveteen-rabbit.com .  

 
 

Moderator Lazette Gifford has sold  Legend to Ideomancer to appear in 

August.  The story was first drafted as part of the daily writing exercises 

on the Forward Motion web site.  She also sold  Weaving the Strands of 

Love, which was written during one of the Site's Dares.  It will appear in 

mid July in Twilight Times.  Also sold was  Sumerian Nights to Alternative 

Realities  

Lazette's first novel, Silky, is available from Embiid Publishing. 

(http://www.embiid.net)   

Exciting, complex and richly textured, with a world you'll 

believe and a protagonist you have to cheer for -- Silky is 

wonderful.  

--Holly Lisle, author of Courage of Falcons   

 
 

 
Holly Lisle's current book -- on the stands now!  

 

To defeat the Dragons, Kait and Ry must destroy the source 

of the sorcerers' power -- the Mirror of Souls. But if they 

succeed, they will lose the only weapon that can stop Luercas 

http://www.velveteen-rabbit.com/
http://www.embiid.net/
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from becoming a demonic god who will enslave the entire world . . . forever. 

 

Book III of THE SECRET TEXTS 

 

Read preview chapters at  http://hollylisle.com/tm/COF-chap.html  
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Join Forward Motion 

 

About the Community 
The community came into existence for several reasons. First, I hadn't 

been able to be a part of a writers' group or attend conventions in a few 

years, and knew that situation wouldn't be changing in the foreseeable 

future, and I missed the company of readers. Second, I am fortunate to 

be able to do the thing I enjoy most for a living, and I wanted to be able to 

help others who shared my obsession find their way to living their 

dreams. Third, I knew a lot of people -- writers and readers - - who I 

thought should meet each other. 

 

When the Internet suddenly erupted with free, easy-to-use community-

building tools, I suddenly had the solution to bringing those many people 

together and sharing what I knew with them and letting them share what 

they knew with me and each other. 

 

The community has two sections -- public boards, which anyone can 

read and in most cases anyone can post to; and private boards, where 

writers can post sections of works-in-progress and receive critiques of 

them. The private areas require community membership and are 

password-protected to preserve all publication rights for each author's 

use. 

 

To participate in the public boards , all you have to do is read them and 

post to them. If you create a Network54 ID, you gain the ability to post in 

http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/64272
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HTML and use signatures; if you join the community you can edit your 

posts. But in most cases there's no requirement to do either. (The Rants 

board, due to a short-lived problem with trolls, requires a Network54 login 

to post.) 

 

To participate in the private portion of the community, you must obtain a 

Network54 login and use it to join the community . You will have to be 

logged in to gain access to the private boards. 

 

Anyone may join. Membership is free and approval is automatic. The 

excellent site moderators  can help you find your way to topics of interest 

to you, crit circles that can help you, and ongoing projects, challenges, 

exercises, workshops, articles, and contests that might inspire you. 

 

We have a good group of people in the HollyLisle.com community. Come 

look us over, introduce yourself, take part in a few conversations -- or 

jump straight into the deep water and start working on your book or short 

story. 

 

We're here to help you make long-cherished dreams turn into reality. I 

hope you'll join us. 

Holly Lisle 
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Masthead 

 
 

Vision is published bi-monthly and accepts articles only from people who 

belong to the Forward Motion Writer's Community or who are 

professionals in the writing field.  Joining the community is free, and it's a 

great resource for upcoming writers. 

Holly Lisle And Lazette Gifford, Publishers 

Holly@hollylisle.com 

zette@hollylisle.com 

 

Copy Editor: 

 Beth Adele Long 

bethadele@hollylisle.com 

Associate Editors: 

All Associate Editors are also Moderators on the Forward Motion.  If you 

have any questions about the Vision or about the site, feel free to contact 

any of us. 

 

mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/beth-adele-long-intro.html
mailto:bethadele@hollylisle.com
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 Sarah Jane Elliott, Fantasy 

Dolphin_Girl@hollylisle.com 

 

 Ron Brown, Horror and Dark Fiction Moderator 

    ron_brown@hollylisle.com 

 

 Jennifer St. Clair Bush,  Poetry 

JenStClair@hollylisle.com 

 

 Anne M. Marble,  Romance 

marble@hollylisle.com 

 

 Bob Billing, Science Fiction 

astropolis@hollylisle.com 

 

 Robin Catesby,  Stage and Screen 

catesby@hollylisle.com 

 

 Shane P. Carr, Suspense and Mystery 

MysticBard@hollylisle.com 

 
 

http://hollylisle.com/community/sarah-jane-elliot-intro.html
mailto:Dolphin_Girl@hollylisle.com
mailto:ron_brown@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/jen-st-clair-intro.html
mailto:JenStClair@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/anne-marble-intro.html
mailto:marble@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/bob-billing-intro.html
mailto:lbeagan@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/robin-catesby-intro.html
mailto:catesby@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/shane-p-carr-intro.html
mailto:MysticBard@hollylisle.com
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 Justin Stanchfield,  Young Adult and Children  

  justinvs@hollylisle.com 

 

 Vicki McElfresh, Young Writer's Scene 

Vicki@hollylisle.com 

 

 Jim Mills,  Forward Motion Community 

Jim@hollylisle.com 
 

Copyright Information 

Vision 

Volume One, Issue 4, July/August 
Entire contents Copyright 2001, Forward Motion E-press. 
 
All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without 
permission is expressly prohibited, except that the entire issue may 
be freely distributed, so long as it remains complete and 
unchanged. 
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Guidelines 

 
Expanded Guidelines 

Upcoming Themes 
 
 

 
We will happily consider manuscripts from either unpublished or 

published writers – we prefer to be queried (all queries and manuscript 

submissions are handled by e-mail). We are interested in all facets of 

writing, from first- person experience articles to genre-specific how-to’s to 

informational articles about your area of specialization – whether it be 

history or science or nursing or long-distance running – and how and 

where your specialty can be used correctly by writers. Write something 

that will help other writers write better, and we’ll be interested in taking a 

look. 

 

We are a non-paying market with a 100% volunteer staff. In return for 

your work, you get as many copies of the e-zine as you care to download, 

and our sincere thanks. Your work will make a nice tear-sheet to present 

when selling other work, but it doesn’t count as a professional market 

because we can’t afford to pay. 

 

On the other hand, the e-zine is also free. 

 

We use only non-exclusive serial rights; what this means is that you can 

sell your piece elsewhere before, during, or after you have placed it with 

us. We don’t mind if it runs simultaneously. However – and this is very 
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important for you to keep in mind – if you place a piece with us that has 

not been published elsewhere, we will be using your First Serial Rights, 

which means they will not be available for sale elsewhere. Reprint rights 

are harder to sell. And back issues will be available from the site (though 

not from e-zine newsstands) for as long as I can keep them there, as a 

reference to new people coming into the site. 

 

If you sell a piece elsewhere after we have accepted it but before we 

have printed it, and you need to have us pull it in order to be able to make 

your sale, please let us know immediately. We can pull a piece up to a 

few days before we go to press, but the longer you wait, the more difficult 

time we’ll have getting another piece copyedited and ready to fill the slot 

your piece occupied. 

 

We strive to maintain professional standards – manuscripts must be 

professionally formatted, as free from spelling and grammatical errors as 

you can make them, and in what you perceive to be final draft form. We 

will not welcome massive rewrites of a piece after we have accepted it – 

when we accept it, we consider it pretty close to finished and will only 

request such edits as will finish it to our standards. If we feel that it need 

massive rewrites, we won’t accept it. 

 

For feature articles, query Lazette Gifford. For genre- or area-specific 

articles, query the relevant editor. All e-mail addresses are in the 

masthead. 

 

mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
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We look forward to hearing from you. 

 

Holly Lisle and Lazette Gifford 

Publishers, Vision 

 
 

 

Expanded Submission Guidelines: 

Articles must be at least 500 words, and longer is much better, if your 

subject will handle it.  2000 words is the 'soft' top, and I'm willing to go over 

it if the article needs it.  

Check your spelling and grammar!  Also, if you are from a country that 

does not use US spelling conventions, let me know in the email.  That will 

stop me from making several 'corrections' before I realize they aren't 

mistakes.    

Place your Title AND YOUR NAME at the top of the document.  I hate 

having to go search through emails, checking attachments, to figure whose 

article I'm actually looking reading.   

Use one of these fonts: Courier, Courier New, Times New Roman or Arial, 

12pt.  

Double space   
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Do not indent  

I would like submissions to be made in either Word Doc files, or .rtf files, 

and as attachments to the email. (I believe that WordPerfect allows .rtf 

saves, doesn't it?)  If you use Works, a regular file will do, although (at least 

in the 4.5 version I have), it also allows for an .rtf file save.    

A plain text copy (.txt) can be sent, but be certain to mark any italics like 

this: *before and after the section in italics*, and bold likes this: _before and 

after anything in bold._  If you cannot do attachments, use the body of the 

letter as the last resort.   

Indicate book titles with italics.  And yes, that means if you are doing a 

Word doc or rtf that you can use actual italics and not an underline to 

indicate italics. (This is not common submission procedure, but it's far 

easier for me since I can cut and paste to my wysiwyg web page editor.)  

Do not use an underline for emphasis.  Underline on websites indicates a 

link, and people often send emails to say the link is not working.  Use italics 

or bold.   

NO HTML code except for links, and those written in this fashion:  

http://www.whatever.com/this.htm  

Provide the ISBN #s for all books reviewed.  Also, if you mention a specific 

book, and especially if you quote from it, add the title, author and ISBN# at 

the bottom of the file.  The same is true for articles -- be certain to cite 

them.   
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An additional note to Word users: you should off the 'smart 

quotes' option in Word which can be found under Tools-

AutoCorrect and then the tabs AutoFormat while you type AND 

Autoformat.  Also uncheck the symbol replacement for --.  

While these look really neat on the screen, they translate to 

funny little squares that cannot be taken out with the 'find-

replace' feature, but have to be hunted down by hand.  If you 

are submitting anything electronically, you will very likely hear 

back from the editor on these.  And remember -- a lot of print 

publishers are now asking for electronic copy for their end as 

well. 

We've been receiving some very good articles, and I hope that all of you 

look at the list of upcoming issues and choose something you feel 

comfortable with.  If you find something you'd like to submit to, make note 

of which issue it is and let me know what kind of article you would like to 

write.   

We are also still looking for general genre-related articles.  If you would like 

to write an article on how to research romantic settings, the proper use of 

codes in spy thrillers, etc., let us know.  The Genres we like to cover in 

each issue are:   

 Fantasy  

 Horror  

 Poetry  

 Romance  
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 Science Fiction  

 Suspense & Mystery  

 Young Adult & Children  

 Young Writer's Scene 

And we are always interested in articles about the act and art of writing. 

Upcoming Themes for Vision: 

You'll see ideas on what we'd like to see for each issue listed below the 

issue theme -- these are not definitive! They're just what we came up with 

while brainstorming, ideas that we hope will spur your own ideas. We want 

to see what you come up with; if you want to take something straight from 

the list, that's great. If the lightbulb goes on and you think of the perfect 

article for the issue, that's even better. And if you want to write an article 

that doesn't fit any of our themes, but is about writing, write that, too. Along 

with the theme articles, we ALWAYS need articles about all aspects of 

writing. 

 

This is our list of themes and our ideas for what might go in them: 

Developing Your Talent 

(Sept/Oct 2001) (Submission Due Date: August 1, 2001) 

For this issue, we hope to see something like . . . 

Articles on -- Grammar, manuscript formatting, dialog tags, finding the right 

books, what to look for in crits, how to set goals, first person articles on how 

you learned a particular skill, mistakes you made that were educational, 

how formal education helped or hurt your writing; how informal education 
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helped or hurt your writing from those that took classes and those that 

didn't. 

Seasons and Holidays 

(November/December 2001) (Submission Due Date: September 1, 
2001) 

For this issue, we hope to see something like . . . 

• How Seasons Affect Characters and Stories  

• The Holiday-Themed Novel  

• Christmas Romances  

• Creating Holidays for Fictional Worlds  

• Snow, Ice and Heat  

• The Truth About Weather (Writing it Right) 

Writing as Hobby, Writing as Career 

(January/February 2002) (Submission Due Date: November 1, 2001) 

For this issue, we hope to see something like . . . 

 

How seriously do you take your writing, and how serious do you WANT to 

take your writing. How to make a living once you leave the day job behind. 

Writing as fun. When to change from Hobby to Career. First person -- folks 

who think they want to write pro, folks what just want to write to express 

themselves, and from those who have already gone pro. 
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Parents and Children 

(March/April 2002) (Submission Due Date: January 1, 2001) 

For this issue, we hope to see something like . . . 

 

• The Child as Protagonist in an Adult Novel  

• Kick-Ass Moms in Fiction  

• The Challenges of Writing a Parent as Protagonist  

• Writing Realistic Children  

• Writing as a Parent  

• Romance Heroines (and Heroes) with Kids  

• The SF Child, the SF Parent 

Writing and Editing 

(May/June 2002) (Submission Due Date: March 1, 2001) 

For this issue, we hope to see something like . . . 

 

How to edit -- nuts and bolts of editors marks, word and style choices, 

checking continuity; first-person articles from writers who have worked with 

an editor to sell a difficult piece. How many drafts does it take? Turning 

rejections into useful info, querying editors, preparing a manuscript to go 

out the door. 
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Animals in Fiction 

(July/August 2002) (Submission Due Date: May 1, 2001) 

For this issue, we hope to see something like . . . 

• Cats and Mysteries  

• Dogs and Romances  

• The Animal Protagonist  

• Avoiding Cute Animals  

• Writing Horses Right  

• Telepathic Horses, Cats with Hands, Talking Dogs; Animals 

and the Fantastic 

Marketing Your Work and Yourself 

(September/October 2002) (Submission Due Date: July 1, 2001) 

For this issue, we hope to see something like . . . 

Putting up a web page, going to conventions, meeting other writers, 

marketing locally, marketing on the Internet, bookstore signings 

Art In Fiction; Art AS Fiction 

(November/December 2002) (Submission Due Date: September 1, 
2001) 

 

For this issue, we hope to see something like . . . 

• Writers as Protagonists  

• Art as Science  
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• When Does It Have to Be Perfect?  

• Fantasy -- How they Dance and Sing in Isk Kahsherei  

• Can Genre Fiction Be Art?  

• Painting with Words 

 
 

Table of Contents 
 

 

Thank you for reading Vision. We hope you liked this issue! 
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